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Abstract:

Maintaining a beehive requires a substantial amount of physical labor, and with the average age of beekeepers being around 55, this amount of work can become difficult. This project was undertaken to build a device that can assist beekeepers in lifting beehives. Through researching the needs of beekeepers and analyzing existing devices, we developed and tested a simple lifting device that will be easy for average beekeepers to build themselves. The prototype was designed to be cost effective, stable, and have a mechanical advantage of at least 8, such that beekeepers can move up to 200 lbs of supers (hive boxes that hold frames for honey) at a time safely without extraordinary effort.
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1.0 Introduction

Bees play a vital role in sustaining the human population, pollinating 30% of the fruits, nuts, and vegetables in the U.S. agriculture (Weber, 2015). Due to various diseases and issues such as Colony Collapse Disorder, the number of bees is drastically decreasing. Beekeepers help counteract this decline through their work. Many beekeepers will keep bees strictly for honey production, while others rent out their hives to farmers for crop pollination. However, to do so, beekeepers must transport their hives to various locations.

Currently many beekeepers use physical labor to move hives into trucks or trailers to transport them to customers’ locations. Since the average age of beekeepers is about 55, and supers can weigh up to 70 lbs, this can become increasingly difficult (Bach, n.d). As a result, many beekeepers require the assistance of a lifting device. Currently some lifting devices exist but they are costly and are not designed for the specific use of beekeepers. The goal of this project is to address these needs with a device that can assist the beekeepers.
2.0 Background

This section will explain the basics of beekeeping, including information about the hives most commonly used and the necessity and frequency of lifting as a part of beekeeping. This chapter will also briefly discuss existing lifting devices, including those manufactured specifically for beekeeping and several that are designed for general lifting; this discussion will include useful features of these devices as well as their shortcomings. Finally, the physical limitations of the older and/or female demographic that this device will be designed for will be discussed.

2.1 Hives & Lifting

Maintaining a bee colony is no easy feat and is often challenging even for the most experienced beekeepers. One of the biggest challenges in the beekeeping process is heavy lifting. Hives are lifted for a variety of reasons including transporting to pollination sites, colony inspections, honey extraction, and medication. Before further detailing the reasons for lifting, it is important to understand hives and their individual components. Three of the most popular hives are the Langstroth hive, the Warre Hive, and the Top Bar Hive (Bee Thinking, 2015). For the purpose of this project, the Langstroth is the only hive being analyzed because the other hives don’t require the same level of maintenance and heavy lifting. Information about the Langstroth hive can be found in Table 1.

Table 1 | Langstroth Hive Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIVE</th>
<th>LANGSTROTH HIVE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVERVIEW</td>
<td>Most commonly used hive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COST</td>
<td>Mass produced with interchangeable parts. Individual parts are relatively cheap but add up and can be costly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINTENANCE</td>
<td>Interchangeable parts require the user to swap out parts as needed. This means lifting is required more frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>The heaviest and most awkward to lift, the boxes alone can weigh between 30 and 50lbs depending on the size and number of the parts being used. When stocked with honey, boxes can weigh between 50 and 80lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONEY PRODUCTION</td>
<td>The highest honey production of hives due to the larger supers that can support larger frames as well as the ability to swap out full honey supers with empty honey supers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLONY HEALTH</td>
<td>Same susceptibility to disease as any other hive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Langstroth hive is made up of multiple stacked boxes, also called supers, of various heights. The different box names are: deep, medium, and shallow, which corresponds to the height of each box (deep are the tallest boxes and shallows are the shortest) (Bee Thinking, 2015). The medium and shallow supers are most commonly referred to as “honey supers” because beekeepers often use these boxes for the bees to store honey; the medium and shallow supers are preferred because they are smaller and lighter, making them easier to lift when performing maintenance on the hive. The deep supers are placed on the bottom board of the hive and are used for storing the eggs. The medium and small supers are placed on top of the deep super and, when fully stocked with honey, can weigh 35-50 lbs each (Burns; Burns, n.d.).
The total weight of the hive including fully stocked supers can reach 250 lbs.

The boxes, or supers, come in two widths -- 10-frame or 8-frame. The dimensions of these supers are 19 7/8 in x 16 ¼ in and 19 7/8 in x 13 ¾ in, respectively, each with varying depths of supers. The frames go inside the boxes. Each frame contains a layer of processed foundation (produced by man) which resembles a real hexagonal comb foundation (produced by a bee colony) upon which the bees build (Bee Thinking, 2015). The queen lays eggs in the foundation of the frames in the deep supers while the honey is stored in the foundation of the frames in the medium and small supers.

As the colony builds through the supers from the top down, the beekeeper usually exchanges full honey supers with empty honey supers. This process is known as “supering”. The goal of supering is to keep the full honey supers on top while the bees continue to fill empty supers below. The process of supering involves frequent lifting and exchanging of the full honey supers with the empty supers (Bee Thinking, 2015).

When it is time to harvest, the beekeeper will usually lift the heavy boxes full of honey in order to remove frames and foundation, cut the caps off of the honey cells, and then spin the honey out in a centrifuge called an extractor (Bee Thinking, 2015). The extraction process involves heavy lifting which is not easy for a keeper to perform alone.

Because the Langstroth style hive yields the most honey, is the largest of the hives, and has the most interchangeable parts, it also requires the most work for the beekeepers (Bee Thinking, 2015). Beekeeper maintenance refers to the various tasks the keeper must perform consistently to make sure the bees are healthy, safe, and ready to produce honey. Beekeeper maintenance requirements vary greatly depending on the month, ranging from the minimal winter requirements of storing equipment and occasionally checking on the colonies to ensure that the bees have sufficient food stores to the more labor
intensive weekly inspections and supering required in the summer months (THE BEEKEEPER’S YEAR, n.d.). These activities account for the majority of lifting requirements for the average beekeeper.

In addition to general maintenance needs, many beekeepers rent or loan their bees to farmers so that they may pollinate crops (University of Georgia College of Agricultural & Environmental Sciences, n.d.). Transporting hives full of honey and brood from point A to point B requires heavy lifting. Small-time beekeepers often transport hives using trucks or trailers (University of Georgia College of Agricultural & Environmental Sciences, n.d.). The difficult part is moving multiple 250 lb hives to the loading area, then loading and unloading them on a truck or trailer that is raised several feet off the ground.

2.3 Existing Devices:

Existing devices for lifting beehives can be categorized in two ways: by source (commercially available vs. homemade devices) and by lifting mechanism.

Due to the cost of commercially available lifting devices, which will be looked at later in this section, many beekeepers prefer to build their own lifting devices, with mixed results. Below are some of the solutions that beekeepers have come up with and share with each other.

Figure 3 is an example of one such device. While this device is clearly capable of lifting hives as necessary for maintenance, this configuration does not allow the user to transport the hives.

Figure 4 is another lifting device commonly used by
beekeepers. This device is better suited to transporting the device than the previous one, but is not able to achieve the same lift height, since the only lifting mechanism is the lever created by the handle and the wheels.

Figure 5 is an example of a homemade lifting device that appears to satisfy both the lifting and the transportation requirements. However, while this device can be moved, as indicated by the wheels, it appears that, since the device must be tipped forward in order for it to be moved, the hives on the device may be in danger of falling off of the device during transportation. This suggests that the wheels on the device may be better suited for maneuvering the device into position in front of the hives, but not actually transporting them.
One of the most commonly used tools used by beekeepers is the two man hive carrier seen in Figure 6; local beekeepers Jim and Sandy Metcalf use a homemade wooden version of the two man carrier (Metcalf, Personal Communication). This device must be placed over the super that is being lifted, and two operators must lift the handles on either side. This provides an upward force that closes the device like a clamp. This clamping force is secure enough to grip the super and the operators can then move it to a different location.

The disadvantage to this device is that it not only requires two operators but also requires a lot of physical strength from them. As beekeepers tend to be older, this can become difficult, creating the need for a device that accommodates their physical limitations to help them maintain and move their hives. Some beekeepers, like the Metcalfs, choose to use devices such as this one in conjunction with a simple two-wheeled dolly, allowing them to lift and transport the hives in two steps. However, these dollies are not ideal for transporting live cargo, such as bees, due to the fact that they can tip easily, particularly on uneven ground.

General purpose, commercially available lifting devices can also be used to lift hives. The first device in this category is the scissor lift, shown in Figure 7. These devices typically consist of a frame with four wheels, a handle and a platform that is raised and lowered by a linkage system and a hydraulic cylinder. The most commonly used linkages are either a pair of fourbar linkages or a pair of sixbar linkages; the greater number of links in the sixbar allows the
platform to be raised to a greater height. One end of the linkage is attached to the base in a fixed position, while the other end is attached by a slider, as seen below in Figure 8.

![Figure 8 Function of Scissor Lift](http://www.engineersedge.com/mechanics_machines/scissor-lift.htm)

The hydraulic cylinder (actuator) is controlled by a foot pump located at the rear of the lifter, below the handle. When the hydraulic cylinder is extended, the horizontal distance between the linkages decreases and extends the mechanism upwards, raising the platform. The use of hydraulics allows the operator to raise and lower the platform smoothly and locks the platform into position when the foot pump is released.

The ability of the scissor lift to raise and lower smoothly and to lock into position are both ideal in a beehive lifter, as is the stability of the four wheel design. However, the fact remains that hive lifting is not the intended purpose of the device; as a result, there are some drawbacks that prevent the scissor lift from being an ideal model of device. Device weight is one such disadvantage. While some scissor lifts weigh as little as 98 lbs, these particular lifts are not capable of lifting to the height necessary for beekeeping activities. The scissor lifts that can reach the necessary height weigh in excess of 200lbs, meaning that the lift is too heavy to easily be loaded into a vehicle for transportation between sites. Another disadvantage is the shape of the device. The platform that forms the lifting surface needs to be underneath the object being lifted; in this case, the platform would need to be slid underneath the beehive before lifting. However, the beehives typically sit either on the ground or on some sort of base. In either
case, the operator would not be able to maneuver the lifter into the proper position for use. Cost of these devices ranges from about $245 to $600.

The next category of device is the two-wheeled lifting trolley, such as the Portalift Trolley, shown below in Figure 9.

![Figure 9 Fork Lift Dolly, King Materials Handling, 2016, retrieved from http://www.kinggroup.com.au/lifters.htm](image)

This device consists of a two wheeled trolley frame with a platform that is raised and lowered by a manually operated winch capable of locking into position. The locking ability of the device is ideal for beehive lifting, while the two wheeled design makes the frame less bulky than the four wheeled design of the scissor lift. At 40 lbs, the device is also lighter and therefore easier to load into a vehicle.

While the two wheeled frame makes the device lighter, it also makes the device less stable; if released unexpectedly, the device may tip forwards or backwards, potentially dropping the cargo and damaging the hives or the operator. Additionally, the platform design of the lifting surface of this device poses the same disadvantage as the scissor lift. This device costs roughly $900.

Another two-wheeled lifting trolley is the Hydraulic Pedalift, shown below in Figure 10.

![Figure 10 Foot Pedal Two Wheel Dolly, Pallet Jack, 2016, retrieved from http://akflow.com/index.cfm?mf=browse&showpart](image)

This lifter also uses a two wheeled trolley frame with a platform that can be raised and lowered. In this device, the platform is raised and lowered by a hydraulic cylinder; the cylinder is
operated by a foot pedal located on the rear of the device. A chain and pulley system attaches the platform to the cylinder, allowing the platform to be lowered all the way to ground level.

The foot pedal may be easier for the operator to use than the hand crank in the previous device. However, the addition of the hydraulics, as well as possible differences in materials used, means that this device weighs 150 lbs, making it much heavier than the previous trolley device. Like the previous device, this lifter possesses the same issues with regard to stability and lifting surface shape. This device costs roughly $1000.

The final existing device is the Apilift Professional APL02M, a commercially available beehive lifter from Sweden, shown in Figure 11. Much like the first two-wheeled lifting trolley, this device consists of a two-wheeled trolley frame with a platform that is raised and lowered by winch capable of locking into position; the winch on this device, however, is driven by an electric drill.

This device, unlike the other lifting trolleys, does not rely on a platform to lift the hives from below. Instead, the “arms” of the device fit around the hive and lock into place with a lever. This is an improvement on the other lifting trolleys, because it can lift supers directly off of the hive stacks; the platform design used by the other lifters would require the user to lift the hives and place them onto the device. However, while this device has the advantage of being designed specifically for lifting beehives, it is prohibitively expensive, costing nearly $3500.
2.4 Ergonomics

Ergonomics is the process of evaluating the physical, sensory and cognitive abilities of the target user of a device and designing the device with these capabilities in mind. When designing a lifting device, the physical limitations of the operator must be considered. Anthropometric data on height, strength limitations, and dexterity can be applied to the design, ensuring that the operator can not only physically use the product, but do so comfortably, preventing injury and improving efficiency.

One significant trend in the data affects the placement of features such as handles and levers on the device; in general the largest hand forces can be applied when the hands are positioned between elbow and hip height (Kroemer, 1990), with exact height varying based on the task at hand. Heavy tasks are usually done below elbow height, while precision work is done above elbow height. Lift strength greatly decreases as the height above the elbow increases. As a result, average height of the operator also has an effect on placement of certain features such as the location of the winch. These heights need to be considered when implementing this information into a design (MacLeod, 2013).

In order to design a usable lifting device for beekeepers, the strength limitations of those aged 51 and older and of women need to be taken into consideration. The device must be designed in such a way that the most people in the target audience, including elderly women, can operate the device. Berr (2003), collected data on a range of motions consisting of pinch-pull strength, hand grip strength, wrist-twisting strength, and push and pull strength. These data were collected from 148 subjects, ranging in age from 2 to 90 years of age and including both male and female subjects (Appendix 2). These data will be used to develop design specifications for the lifting device.
3.0 Goal Statement

The goal of this project was to design and build a device that can be used to lift and move beehives. This prototype was designed to be cost effective, stable, and allow enough mechanical advantage so beekeepers of various ages and genders can transport their hives with ease. To accomplish this goal, we have researched the needs of beekeepers and analyzed existing devices. We have developed preliminary designs, selected a final design, as well as manufactured and tested the device.

4.0 Design Specifications

Design specifications were created so that we could fabricate a device that met the needs of the user. Our specifications were categorized based on their necessity in the design. The three categories are “must”, “should”, and “would be desirable”.

Function

1. The device weight of the device must be less than 75 lbs. If the unit weight is above 50lbs, then it is desirable that the unit have the ability to be rolled up a ramp or be easily disassembled for transportation and storage.

2. The size of the device must not exceed a height of 66 in, and width of 30 in and a length of 56 in
   - These dimensions will allow the device to fit in the bed of the average pickup truck

3. The device must have the ability to both lift and lower; the unit must also be able to lock at intermediate heights, as well as when fully raised or lowered.
   - In addition to lifting and lowering the hives, the device must also be able to lock at any intermediate height, so that the hive does not crash to the ground when the lifting mechanism is released by the operator.

4. The device must have the ability to move forwards, backwards, and rest without tipping when fully loaded. (Also see stability requirements below in Safety)
5. The device should be able to attach to individual supers as well as stacks of supers.
   - Beekeepers move entire stacks of hives to various locations for pollination purposes, as well as individual supers during maintenance. The lifting device must be able to accommodate both situations.

6. The device must have a carrying capacity of at least 200 lbs.
   - The Metcalfs, local beekeepers, have stated that they would only be comfortable moving hive stacks weighing a maximum of 200 lbs. This is due to the safety and stability of the hives, rather than the physical ability of the keeper.

7. The device must have the ability to move on unimproved natural terrain.
   - As most beekeepers live in rural areas and rent to farmers, the device must be able to move on various terrains. These terrains range from 0 to 15 degree inclines according to the crop the bees are being used to pollinate. Using a rolling resistance coefficient of 0.04, off road rubber tires on wet earth, we calculated the maximum incline on which 68% of women aged 51-70 can move a fully loaded device. A fully loaded device is considered 2 deep supers or about 200 lbs in equivalent weight. Through these calculations we found that these women have the ability to pull 277lbs up a 5 degree slope. This value is about the weight of the device plus 200 lbs worth of supers. For women in this age group to move the device up steeper inclines, less weight must be added or the assistance of another vehicle would be required.

8. The device must be able to lift the bottom of the hive at least 48 inches from the ground and stop at intermediate heights.
   - This lift height will allow the user to lift the hives into the average pickup truck.

9. The device should be able to reach the lowest super resting on ground level when fully lowered.
   - Although many hives rest on stands, this may not be the case during transportation and renting. The device must be able to pick up a super on ground level to remove the need for additional physical labor.
10. The device should not require the use of cleats, hooks or any other permanent modification to individual supers to function properly.
- The use of removable cleats, hooks or other hive modifications can be used to assist the device. However to reduce cost, permanent options that would require installation on multiple supers should be avoided.

11. It is desirable that either the device or the hive is capable of pivoting in place.
- Some beekeepers might find it beneficial to lift a super and rotate it around a stationary base.

12. The device should function in environments where temperatures are between 0-100F.
- This is the range of temperatures that beekeepers will most likely be working in.

**Operating**

1. The device should only require one operator.
   - Not all beekeepers work in pairs. To appeal to a larger market, the device should be operable by only one person.

2. It is desirable that the device be manually operated.
   - This would make the device simpler and therefore easier to assemble and maintain, as well as less expensive.

**Safety**

1. The device must be designed in such a way that the following concerns are addressed:
   - No sharp edges or burrs
   - No pinch points for fingers/extremities
   - System balance should not allow for the unit to tip or fall on the user
   - All materials, lubricants and exterior finishes should be nontoxic

2. The device must be able to freely stand while at full carrying capacity.
This will ensure that the device will not drop or tip if the operator removes both hands from the device.

**Ergonomics**

The following specifications are based on the anthropometric data of women between the ages of 51-70 years old. These data values are lower than the average male in the same age range.

1. Any levers on the unit must require no more than 21 in-lbs (11.23 N-m) of torque, applied with one hand.
   - According to the anthropometric data (Berr, 2003), 68% of females between the ages of 51 and 70 years old are capable of generating 11.23 N-m of torque on a lever with a diameter of 0.59 inches and a length of 6.70 inches with one hand.
2. The device must require no more than 40 lbs (176 N) applied with two hands in order to be pushed.
   - This is in accordance with the anthropometric data (Berr, 2003).
3. The device must require no more than 35 lbs (156 N) applied with two hands in order to be pulled.
   - This is in accordance with the anthropometric data (Berr, 2003)

**Maintenance**

1. It is desirable for the device to require little maintenance; the unit will function consistently and last for a minimum of 10 years without requiring the user to replace or repair parts of the design.
   - Reasonable maintenance may include lubricating moving parts, varnishing or sealing wood, and storing the device out of the elements
2. The device should be capable of service with standard tools (i.e. screwdriver, pliers/adjustable wrench, hammer etc.)
3. The device should be able to be completely disassembled within 40 minutes. If the unit is being partially disassembled for storage or transportation purposes, the disassembly should be done within 15 minutes.

**Manufacturability**

1. It is desirable that the device be easy to assemble with tools found in a standard tool box
2. The device should be designed with readily available/standard parts (i.e. standard screws, nuts, washers, extrusions, wheels etc.)

**Materials**

1. The device must be constructed from materials that are durable; the materials will not fail due to factors such as fatigue, rust, corrosion, and applied loads.
2. The materials should be selected to accommodate environmental conditions (use non or minimally corrosive materials)

**Durability**

1. The device should withstand a drop from 36 in
   - The bed of one of the higher pickup trucks on the market is 36.9 inches from the ground. If the device fell off the bed of the truck during transportation, it should be durable enough to endure the fall.
2. The device should withstand a 300 lb static force at the weakest point.
   - The device should be able to withstand a 300 lb static force (the weight of a large individual).
   - This will ensure that the device will still function after accidently being stood on.

**Cost**

1. Production Cost goal: $400 or less
   - Existing devices can range in price from $245-1200. However these devices are not tailored for beekeeping specifically.
2. Custom components should be kept to a minimum to minimize cost.
5.0 Preliminary Design Process

The team developed multiple preliminary concept designs which attempted to satisfy the project goal. Further concept designs were developed following input from the beekeepers. All of these designs were then evaluated based on the design specifications and ranked in comparison to each other to select the final design.

5.1 Preliminary Designs

Over the course of several weeks, the team focused on creating a variety of preliminary designs that met the project goal. In order to do this, the team separated the functional requirements of the device into three categories: Lifting, Transport, and Attachment to Hives. Within each category, the team selected a variety of devices which could accomplish each task, including (but not limited to) linkages, winches and pulleys, and hydraulics in the lifting category; two wheel and four wheel configurations for transport; and forks and cleats, and carabiners and eye-hooks in the attachment category. Devices were selected from each category and combined in order to create a variety of design concepts.

This section will include sketches and/or SolidWorks models of each of the concept designs, as well as detailed descriptions of the designs, how they are expected to function, and possible advantages and disadvantages.
5.1.1 Design 1: Two Wheel Dolly

The overall frame of this device, as seen in Figure 12, is roughly the same shape as a typical two-wheeled dolly.

**Figure 12, Side and Rear Views, Concept 1 Loaded with 2 Supers**

The base of this device is a U shape made from two parallel metal bars that extend forward, connected by a single crossbar. The device has two rubber tires with a diameter of 10 inches, connected by an axle mounted on the crossbar of the base. The shape of the base allows the front wheels of the device to straddle the stack of supers so that the lifting forks can slide underneath the cleats that are attached to each super, as seen in Figure 13.

**Figure 13 Concept 1 Fully Lifted**
Attached at either end of the cross-piece of the base is a vertical bar of 8020\(^1\) roughly 5.5 feet in length. These uprights make up the portion of the frame that provides a path for the roller sub-assembly, seen in Figure 14.

The vertical gray beams in Figure 14 are the uprights of the device to which the roller sub-assembly is attached. This sub-assembly consists of four rollers, mounted onto a frame.

The frame is made of four bars, two short and two long. When attached to the uprights of the device, the long bars fit horizontally between the two uprights and are connected to each other by the two short bars. Each roller sub-assembly consists of a strip of metal with a roller wheel on each end, set far enough apart that the roller wheels can slot into the grooves on the 8020.

This sub-assembly can be attached to the uprights of the device by sliding the rollers onto the uprights from the top of the frame. Attached to the front of the roller sub-assembly is a mounting plate for the lifting forks, seen in Figure 15. Each fork is an L-shaped piece of metal attached to the mounting plate. The distance between the forks is the width of one super plus a small amount of clearance to prevent friction and wear on the wood hive. Rather than attaching the forks directly to the sub-assembly, 8020 is a modular T-Slot aluminum frame & parts system for building structures.
the mounting plate allows the forks to be set lower than the frame of the sub-assembly; this allows the forks to reach ground level while the sub-assembly cannot, due to the shape of the device frame and height of the wheels.

Another bar connects the two uprights at the top of this device. One of the two pulleys used to lift the roller sub-assembly is attached to the underside of this bar. The other pulley is attached to the top of the upper horizontal bar of the roller sub-assembly. This can be easily seen in Figure 15.

Another horizontal bar is attached to the crossbar of the base, on the back of the device. A vertical bar roughly 2.5 feet in length is attached to the base as well, where the winch is mounted.

A rope or cable runs from the winch up to the pulley mounted at the top of the frame. From there, the rope runs down through the pulley mounted on the roller sub-assembly and back up to the top of the frame, where the end of the rope is fixed to a hook on the pulley at the top of the frame. The winch used should be capable of locking.

The handle used for pushing this device is a cylindrical bar attached parallel to the bar that connects the two uprights.

**Advantages:**

- The device could be rolled up a ramp in order to load it onto a truck or trailer.
- The two-wheeled design makes the device smaller and, therefore, lighter and more maneuverable than its four-wheeled counterparts.
- The device is well within the size limitations set by the design specifications—less than 66 inches tall, 30 inches wide, and 48 inches long.
- Depending on the specific winch used, the device will be able to lock at intermediate heights, as well as lifting and lowering the supers.
• The forks can attach to any hive with cleats, allowing the user to lift both individual supers and stacks with no more than two supers; stacks of more than two supers exceed the weight limit of the device.

• The winch and pulley lifting mechanism is designed such that the lifting height of the device is dependent only on the height of the frame; the frame can be lengthened or shortened as necessary in order to achieve the desired lift height.

• This device requires only one operator.

• The lifting mechanism of the device can be modified to be either manually operated or motor driven. This would allow the user to choose the type of winch based on their physical abilities.

• The winch and pulley lifting system is overall lighter and more compact than a hydraulic lifting system, making the device potentially lighter than a device that uses hydraulics.

• Estimated mechanical advantage of 8; the pulleys provide a mechanical advantage of 2 and the gear ratio of commercially available hand winches provides a mechanical advantage of at least 4.

Disadvantages:

• The device cannot be easily disassembled for transportation or storage.

• The two-wheeled design makes the device inherently less stable than a four-wheeled device; if the device is released unexpectedly while being pushed, it may tip back onto the user.

The frame height necessary for the device to be capable of lifting a super 36 inches from the ground may make this device awkward for the user to push, since the device must be tipped back towards the user while being pushed; this lift height also fails to satisfy the design specifications. However, increasing the frame height to achieve the necessary lift height of 48 inches would render the device unusable, as users would not be easily able to tip and balance the device in order to roll it.
5.1.2 Design 2: Four Wheel Hydraulic

**Base:** Concept two has an H shaped base with four 10 inch diameter rubber casters, seen in Figure 16. These wheels will have the ability to move on unimproved natural terrain such as fields. The H shaped frame allows the two front feet to straddle the stack of supes so the lifting forks can slide under the cleats that are attached to each super.

**Forks:** These are the same as in Concept 1.

**Rollers:** These are the same as in Concept 1.

**Hydraulic and Chain and Sprocket:**

The main mechanism used for lifting is a hydraulic system, seen in Figure 17. In this system a foot pump is used to push fluid into the cylinder, lifting the piston. The hydraulic piston must have a stroke of about 18 inches to achieve the maximum height needed. The hydraulic piston however only goes as low
as the top of the cylinder. To get past this disadvantage, a chain and sprocket will be attached. The length of the chain will allow the rollers and essentially the forks to drop lower than the minimum cylinder height. This will give the device the ability to pick up a hive from ground level.

**Advantages:**

- The four wheel design gives it a larger footprint, making it less likely to tip. Unlike a two-wheeled design, the user is not required to tip the device in order to push it; the device remains flat on the ground, making it less likely to tip back onto the user. This feature also eliminates the need for extra user strength input in order to tip the device back. Since the device remains in contact with the ground in a stable position, the four-wheeled device, unlike a dolly, will not crash to the ground if unexpectedly released by the user.

- The forks used to pick up the hives ensure that the hives remain level while being lifted and transported by the device.

- The mechanical advantage is dependent on the piston and cylinder diameters of the hydraulic system. In this current design, the hydraulic with a piston diameter of 1 inch and a cylinder diameter of 4 inches, gives us a mechanical advantage of about 4. These components can be replaced with ones of different dimensions to reach a higher mechanical advantage if need be.

**Disadvantages:**

- The four wheel design requires a larger frame than a two-wheeled design using the same lifting mechanism, making the device heavier than its two-wheeled counterparts. The larger frame also impacts maneuverability, potentially making the device difficult to turn.
- The number and size of the components necessary to create a hydraulic system also contribute to the overall weight of the device. These components are heavier and more expensive than those needed to create a lifting mechanism using a winch and pulley.
- Some users may find a foot pump difficult to use.
- Since the forks used to pick up the hives are fixed onto the device, the hives cannot be repositioned or freely move while being held by the device.

5.1.3 Design 3: Four Wheel Winch and Pulley

This device combines the lifting mechanism from Concept 1 and the frame from Concept 2, as seen in Figure 18 and Figure 19.

Advantages:

- The advantages of Concept 2
- Depending on the specific winch used, the device will be able to lock at intermediate heights, as well as lifting and lowering the supers.
- The winch and pulley lifting mechanism means that the lifting height of the device is dependent only on the height of the frame; the frame can be lengthened or shortened as necessary in order to achieve the desired lift height.

- The lifting mechanism of the device can be modified to be either manually operated or motor driven. This would allow the user to choose the type of winch used in their device based on their physical abilities.

- The winch and pulley lifting system is overall lighter and more compact than a hydraulic lifting system, making the device potentially lighter than a device that uses hydraulics.

- Estimated mechanical advantage of 8; the pulleys provide a mechanical advantage of 2 and the gear ratio of commercially available hand winches provides a mechanical advantage of at least 4.

**Disadvantages:**

- The device cannot be easily disassembled for transportation or storage.

- The four wheel design requires a larger frame than a two-wheeled design using the same lifting mechanism, making the device heavier than its two-wheeled counterparts. The larger frame also impacts maneuverability, potentially making the device difficult to turn.
5.1.4 Design 4: Rack and Pinion

The Rack and Pinion design was inspired by a common machine shop drill press. A rack and pinion system is able to convert circular motion into linear motion, making this type of system ideal for raising and lowering objects. This concept can be seen in Figure 20. As the user cranks the gear, the teeth on the gear engage the rack and provide a motion upward (or downward). Our design incorporated this idea into a design suitable for lifting a Langstroth hive. The rack and pinion design concept, seen in Figure 28, has a 36in x42in U shaped base. This base is designed to straddle the hive during the lifting process so that the center of mass of device would be more central, preventing the device from tipping. Design 4 uses the rack and pinion system to crank the fork plate upward allowing the successful lift of the hive. The hive can then be lowered onto the removable base plate seen in Figure 22, to be transported to the desired location.
Advantages

- Estimated mechanical advantage from 3 to 6
- Removable board in the base plate for transportability
- Easy to break down into sub-assemblies
- The device could be rolled up a ramp in order to load it onto a truck or trailer.
- The device is well within the size limitations set by the design specifications—less than 66 inches tall, 30 inches wide, and 48 inches long.
- The forks can attach to any hive with cleats, allowing the user to lift both individual supers and stacks no more than two supers.
- The device requires only one operator.

Disadvantages

- Requires custom gear box, which is costly
- Crank moves vertically meaning the operator must be able to reach it at its highest and lowest points

5.1.5 Design 5: Scissor Lift

Concept 5 is a Scissor Lift Cart. When fully lowered this design can act and operate as a standard utility cart, as seen below in Figure 23.

![Figure 23 Concept 5 Fully Lowered](image)

The cart can be filled with essential beekeeping tools such as a pry bar and smoker. The back side of the cart is on hinges and when unlocked, folds down to allow a table top plate (not shown here) to move freely. This piece of the unit is described further below. The wheels, 10 inch balloon tires, are mounted on axles, allowing them to rotate. The front axle is mounted in a pivot block, allowing the entire wheel subassembly to pivot about a vertical axis, for turning.

The device can be seen in its fully lifted form in Figure 24.

![Figure 24 Concept 5 Fully Lifted](image)
Links:

Using a series of pantographs or links attached as parallelograms, the device can convert horizontal motion into vertical motion. Figure 25 shows the locations of the pin joints used in the device. Link 1 is fixed to the base and a roller is mounted to the end of link 2 at joint 2. In reality the roller pin is constrained by a slot which is more clearly seen in Figure 26, shown below. This slot limits the horizontal motion, which in turn limits the vertical height. Pins 3 through 6 allow the angle between links to change freely. The pins attaching the top plate to the links mirror the bottom pins, where pin 7 is fixed and pin 8 is in a roller slot.

When fully extended, the links in commercial scissor lifts have an angle of about 40-45° from the base. When lowered this angle decreases to about 10-20°. To achieve the minimum lift height of 48 inches, we can calculate the height of the device at its lowest point, the height of the device at its highest point, these corresponding angles, the length of the links, as well as the stroke of the device.
**Hydraulic:** To move across the slider, a force must be applied to Link 2. To do so, a horizontally oriented hydraulic system will be utilized. The hydraulic cylinder and reservoir are connected to the base of the cart. The shaft/handle of the cart acts as a lever arm/pump to move fluid from the reservoir into the cylinder. This fluid pushes the piston forward. The other end of the piston is fixed to the center bar connecting link 1 on either side of the device. As the fluid pushes on the piston, the piston exerts force onto the links, resulting in horizontal motion across the slider. The horizontal distance of the slide limits the motion of the links, affecting the height. This distance as well as link length determines the lift height of the entire device; Figure 27 shows how the horizontal displacement of the ends of the links raises and lowers the device.
Table Top:

The table top of the scissor lift will consist of multiple rollers. The rollers will be covered by a plate that slips under a small lip on the edges of the table. The operator can place a super onto the plate and then slide the plate until it reaches the other end of the table top, where. The plate can be fastened using a nut and bolt. This will keep the plate fixed when moving both horizontally and when using the unit for lifting. The rollers will allow easy, smooth motion with a lower friction coefficient between the rollers and the bottom of the plate to make moving the hives onto the table easier. The plate, on the other hand, is being used for its friction on its top surface, stabilizing the supers during movement. All of these parts can be seen in Figure 28. A ratchet strap or other forms of fasteners can easily be used to secure the hive onto the table without hindering the motion of the device.

Advantages:

- As mentioned previously, a four wheel design gives a larger footprint, making it less likely to tip.
- The simple cart design makes operation easy and versatile. The type of axles used allows the device to turn more easily.
- Many components can be made from wood, decreasing overall cost and weight.
Disadvantages:

- The number and size of the components necessary to create a hydraulic system also contribute to the overall weight of the device. These components are heavier and more expensive than those needed to create a lifting mechanism using a winch and pulley.
- This device does not pick up individual supers but rather requires the beekeeper to place the super onto the table top. To do so an additional assistive device such as the two man bee hive carrier will be required.

5.1.6 Design 6: Crane

The base of this device is a U shape made from a sheet of plywood with a square cut out from one end. The device has four rubber casters with a diameter of 10 inches; one caster is connected to the underside of each corner of the U, as seen in Figure 29. The shape of the base allows the front wheels of the device straddle the stack of supers so that cable can be centered and attached.

![Figure 29 Concept 6 Fully Lifted and Lowered](image-url)
Attached at back end of the U is a vertical bar, centered between the rear wheels. This bar provides the lift height of the device. Another bar extends forward, perpendicular to the vertical bar, forming the crane arm. There are pulleys on the top of this bar at either end, as seen in Figure 29. A winch is mounted midway up the vertical bar. The winch used should be capable of locking.

A rope or cable runs from the winch to the pulley mounted at the top of the frame and forward to the pulley at the end of the arm. From there, the rope runs down through a hanging pulley and back up to the top of the frame, where the end of the rope is fixed to a hook on the pulley at the top of the frame.

At the end of the cable, attached to the hanging pulley, are three chains with carabiners at the end. These attach to hook-eyes attached to the hive frame.

The handle for pushing this device is a cylindrical bar attached to the mounting plate on the back of the device by two vertical bars.

**Advantages:**

- Same advantages as Concept 3

**Disadvantages:**

- The device cannot be easily disassembled for transportation or storage.
- The four wheel design requires a larger frame than a two-wheeled design using the same lifting mechanism, making the device heavier than its two-wheeled counterparts. The larger frame also impacts maneuverability, potentially making the device difficult to turn.

**5.1.7 Design 7: Four Bar Linkage**

The four bar device uses two wheels and is similar to a wheel barrel. The user can move the device to the desired location by picking up the handle bar and wheeling it. This device, seen below in Figure 30, would use a four-bar linkage to lift the hives and move them along a fixed path.
Ideally, this path would lift the hives up and carry them back to rest on the base of the device, or forward and up into the bed of a pickup truck. The four bar linkage design utilizes coupler curves for the desired lifting path; coupler curves are used to generate the path followed by the coupler point, also labeled in Figure 30. Our team used the software Linkages to synthesize a linkage design with a motion that would satisfy the needs of the user. One of the curves we analyzed can be seen in Figure 31. This curve represents the motion the hive would follow during the lifting process. Unlike conventional lifting devices which only have a vertical motion, the four bar linkage design follows a set path (known as a coupler curve). The curve we synthesized not only lifts up but also lifts out and down. This could be useful when picking up and putting down a hive in the desired location. The linkage is driven by a crank which can be seen in Figure 30.
Advantages

- The mechanical advantage of this device is estimated to be between 3 and 6.
- Since the device is design almost entirely of wood, the overall cost is relatively low.
- This design uses an advanced lifting motion called a coupler curve.
- Large mountain bike wheels will be beneficial when maneuvering the device across natural terrain.

Disadvantages

- This design has major tipping issues and would require counter balance legs for stability.
- The design is not easily disassembled. This makes transporting the device or loading it into a truck bed difficult on the owners.
- This device is not compatible with all hive stands, limiting the market.
5.1.8 Design 8: X Design

This concept functions similarly to a crane; it uses a winch and pulleys to lift the hives, and it lifts them from above, as shown below in Figures 32 and 33.

Attachment point:

The device will use a clamping mechanism to attach to the hive. A toggle lever will be used to apply force and lock the clamp into place. If oriented vertically, the attachment point on the hive will be limited by the length of the clamps. Clamping onto a lower super than the top one may not be possible in this case. If oriented horizontally, the attachment point on the hive would also be dependent on the length of the chains. The chains are required to stabilize the hive such that it does not tip in any direction. A solution to this would be to have attachable chain lengths, giving the operator the ability to pick up a
partial stack of hives. Both possible configurations can be seen below in Figure 34.
Lifting Mechanism:

The lifting mechanism used in this device would be a winch and pulley system. The device uses two pulleys. With this configuration the only mechanical advantage would be from the winch. However the addition of a third pulley could provide mechanical advantage from pulleys of 2. The placement of the winch can be seen in Figure 35.

Counter Balance:

To counteract the weight in the front of the device, we have designed two beams that fold out from the front of the device. The outriggers seen below in Figure 36 extend from the front of the device due to an earlier misconception about how the outriggers would work; however, the outriggers would still have the same form shown in the Figure. These beams extend the footprint of the device and provide a reaction force that counters the weight of the hives. In order to allow for easier device storage, the outriggers would fold up when not in use, as seen in Figure 37 below.
The team has also considered other possible methods of addressing the tipping problem. One solution we have come up with is the use of a platform in the back. This platform would be attached to fold out beams similar to what is shown above. The operator would then step onto this platform when operating the winch. The operator’s weight would act as the counter weight for the device. Using their bodyweight instead of sandbags or metal weights decreases the amount of weight they have to move when maneuvering the device into place. The platform will be designed in such a way that it is practically flush with ground, eliminated the need to step up onto it. This will also eliminate the need to design the platform to withstand the entire weight of the operator. The platform will also be designed on a hinge such that the platform is parallel to whatever incline the ground is.
5.1.9 Design 9: Box Design

The box design, Figure 38, uses a winch and pulleys as the lifting device. The winch and pulley system can achieve a mechanical advantage of around 8 and is ideal for making the lifting job easier. This design is unique because it can break down into separate pieces for transportation purposes.

![Figure 38 Box Design Side View](image)

The frame of this design would be built in two parts, the lifting frame and the base; the dashed line in Figure 38 shows the divide between the upper and lower halves of the device. These two parts would be bolted together, allowing for repeated assembly and disassembly. Like the X design, this device would use some sort of clamping mechanism as the attachment point. This design also uses a winch and pulley system; in this system, as in the proposed X design system, the mechanical advantage is solely derived from the winch, with the possible addition of another pulley allowing for increased mechanical advantage if necessary. This design uses large mountain bike tires to allow the device to maneuver unimproved natural terrain.

This design, like the X design, would need some sort of counterbalance or stabilizers in order to prevent tipping.
Advantages

- The estimated mechanical advantage of this device is between 4 and 8.
- Large mountain bike wheels will be beneficial when maneuvering on natural terrain.
- This device has the ability to break down into smaller sub-assemblies for transportation purposes.
- This device is designed to work with a variety of hive stands.
- The materials used in this design are relatively easy to purchase since the device is mostly wood.

Disadvantages

- This design is very heavy as a whole unit.
- This design also presents tipping issues that would need a counter balance.

5.2 Design Selection Process

Following analysis, the devices were scored using a decision matrix, as described below. The categories were given a weight based on their importance relative to one another. These weights and scores were used to determine which of the designs was “best” based on how well it satisfied the matrix criteria.

5.2.1 Pairwise Comparison

The team used a tool called a pairwise comparison to help determine which criteria were considered most important. Each row and column is compared to each other, and if the category in the column is considered more important, a 1 is placed in the box; if not, a 0 is placed in the box. If they are considered to be equally important, a 0.5 is placed in the box. To find the weight for each category, the equation below is used.

\[
weight = \frac{\text{Total for one category}}{\text{Total of all the category totals}}
\]

The completed pair-wise comparison can be seen in Figure 39.
Completed Pair-wise Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Weight of Lifting Mechanism</th>
<th>Mechanical Advantage</th>
<th>Maximum Lift Height</th>
<th>Complexity of System</th>
<th>Cost of Lifting Mechanism</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Overall Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of System</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 39 Pairwise Comparison*
5.2.2 Decision Matrix

Each concept design was rated based on how well it met certain specifications that could be analyzed at this stage in the design process. That score would then be multiplied by the weight of importance based on the pairwise comparison. These numbers were then totaled to see which device best satisfied the design criteria. An example matrix can be seen below in Figure 40.

![Sample Decision Matrix](image)

**Figure 40 Sample Decision Matrix**

5.2.3 Decision Matrix Criteria

The following section contains a description of each category used in the decision matrix, along with the criteria used in determining the score that each device received in each category.

**Weight of Lifting Mechanism**

How much will the weight of the lifting mechanism contribute to the overall weight of the device?

- 1 = ≥ 61 lbs.
- 2 = 51-60 lbs.
- 3 = 31-50 lbs.
- 4 = 21-30 lbs.
Unit weight needs to be low enough to operate the device on various terrains. These numbers are based on the anthropometric data found for females age 51-70, which was used to calculate that 68% of users in this age range have the ability to push up to 277 lbs. up a 5 degree slope. The team aims to have a total weight of the fully loaded device be around 275 lbs, to minimize the users’ strength requirements. If the weight of the lifting mechanism is too great, it is more likely that the device will be too heavy for some users to push, regardless of the materials used to build the frame of the device.

**Mechanical Advantage**

- **1= No mechanical advantage**
- **2= 1-4**
- **3= 5-8**
- **4= 9-12**
- **5= ≥12**

The goal of the project is to create a lifting device that reduces the amount of weight that the user has to lift. A device with a higher mechanical advantage requires less user strength input. The average amount of weight that 68% of women between the ages of 51 and 70 years old can pull is about 22 lbs.; in order for these women to be able to operate a lever or crank that is lifting a 200 pound load, the minimum mechanical advantage required is roughly 9. Devices that require user input in the form of pushing do not require quite as much mechanical advantage, due to the fact that women in the same range can push with about 33 lbs.

**Maximum Lift Height**
Can it lift the bottom of the super to 48 in?

- 1 = less than 36 inches
- 2 = 37-42 inches
- 3 = 43-48 inches
- 4 = 49-54 inches
- 5 = 55 inches or greater

Lift height is defined as the maximum height the device can lift the bottom of a super from ground level. While stacks can vary in height, the average height of stacked supers on a stand is about 46 inches from the ground; a lift height of 48 inches or greater would allow the user to lift a stack of two supers off of a hive stand, while smaller lift heights would only allow for the lifting of a single super.

**Complexity of System**

How many components does the lifting mechanism require?

- 1 = 10 or more components
- 2 = 7-9 components
- 3 = 5-7 components
- 4 = 3-5 components
- 5 = ≤ 3 components

In addition to adding to the overall weight and cost of the lifting device, lifting systems that involve more parts have a higher potential for part failure, resulting in additional maintenance costs. The greater
number of parts can, at times, also make the device more difficult for the user to assemble and/or use. In order to reduce the potential for such difficulties, systems with fewer parts are preferred.

Components are defined as individual parts of the system. In a hydraulic device, for example, the components would be the hydraulic cylinder, the reservoir, the pump, hydraulic fluid, and the tubing used to connect the system. In a winch and pulley system, the components would be the winch, 2 pulleys, the rope or cable, and any additional apparatus that might be used to attach the hive to the mechanism.

**Cost of Lifting Mechanism**

Is it expensive?

- 1 = Greater than $400
- 2 = $351-400
- 3 = $300-350
- 4 = $250-299
- 5 = less than $250

Since many beekeepers run on a small scale and tend to only break even, cost is very important. A device that is too costly will not appeal to many customers, narrowing the market. While the overall frame of the device can be modified to reduce costs, there are fewer modifications available for the lifting mechanism used, making the lifting mechanism the main factor in the cost of the device.

**Safety**

Is there significant potential for user injury?

- 1 = more than 6 obvious pinch points or sharp edges
- 2 = 5-6 obvious pinch points or sharp edges
To prevent injury to the operator, reducing the number of pinch points and sharp edges is essential.

**Overall Dimensions**

Will the device fit within a 66 inch high, 30 inch wide, and 56 inch long box?

- 1 = off by >3 inches in multiple dimensions
- 2 = off by >3 inches in one dimension
- 3 = within 3 inches in all dimensions
- 4 = yes it fits
- 5 = overall dimensions are smaller

**5.3 Preliminary Analysis for Designs and Scoring Rationale**

To determine which raw score each design received, preliminary analysis of each design must be done. The following sections provide the results for each design and explanations of why each device received the score that it did.
5.3.1 Design 1: Two Wheel Dolly

Table 2 Two Wheel Dolly Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>40 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>35.5 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>7 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>3 pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>66in x 32in x 38in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Two Wheel Dolly design scores a 3 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 40 lbs. The estimated cost for all devices was generated based on prices of commercially available parts. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the combination of a commercially available hand-crank winch combined with a system of two pulleys produces a mechanical advantage of 8. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is only 35.5 inches, which scores a 1; this lift height could be increased, but it would be at the expense of both the overall cost and overall weight of the device. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 7 components: the winch, two pulleys, a rope or cable, two forks, and the rolling apparatus that connects the forks to the frame. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device, generated through the same process as the weight estimate, is about $185; this scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 3, due to the fact that there are only 3 pinch points present: the winch and the rollers on either side of the rolling apparatus. Finally, the overall size of this device is 66in x 32in x 38in. Since this is 8 inches wider than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 2 in the size category.
5.3.2 Design 2: Four Wheel Hydraulic

Table 3 Four Wheel Hydraulic Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>40 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>44 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>9 Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>3 pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>66in x 48 in x 27.56 in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Four Wheel Hydraulic design scores a 3 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 40 lbs. The design scores a 2 in mechanical advantage because the estimated mechanical advantage from an appropriately sized hydraulic cylinder and pump system is 4. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is only 35.5 inches, which scores a 2; this lift height could be increased, but it would be at the expense of both the overall cost and overall weight of the device. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 9 components: the hydraulic cylinder, the pump, a chain and sprocket, the tubing that connects the pump and cylinder, the reservoir for the fluid, two forks, and the rolling apparatus that connects the forks to the frame. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device, generated through the same process as the weight estimate, is about $260; this scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 3, due to the fact that there are only 3 pinch points present: the pump handle and the rollers on either side of the rolling apparatus. Finally, the overall size of this device is 66in x 48in x 28in. Since this is smaller than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 5 in the size category.
5.3.3 Design 3: Four Wheel Winch and Pulley

Table 4 Four Wheel Winch Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>40 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>38 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>7 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>3 pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>80in x 30in x 48in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Four Wheel Winch and Pulley design scores a 3 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 40 lbs. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the combination of a commercially available hand-crank winch combined with a system of two pulleys produces a mechanical advantage of 8. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is 38 inches, which scores a 2. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 7 components: the winch, two pulleys, a rope or cable, two forks, and the rolling apparatus that connects the forks to the frame. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device is about $185; this scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 3, due to the fact that there are only 3 pinch points present: the winch and the rollers on either side of the rolling apparatus. Finally, the overall size of this device is 80 in x 30 in x 48 in. Since this is about 14 inches taller than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 2 in the size category.

5.3.4 Design 4: Rack and Pinion

Table 5 Rack and Pinion Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>30 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>33 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>6 components worm, gear rack, gear, handle, forks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>3 pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>52in x 36in x 42in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Rack and Pinion design scores a 3 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 30 lbs. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the ratio of the gears used produces a mechanical advantage of 3. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is only 33 inches, which scores a 1. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 6 components: the worm, the gear rack, the gear, the crank handle, and the two forks. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device, generated through the same process as the weight estimate, is about $450; this scores a 2. In the safety category, the device scores a 3, due to the fact that there are only 3 pinch points present: the interface between the gear and rack, the interface between the worm and gear, and the crank. Finally, the overall size of this device is 52in x 36in x 42in. Since this is 6 inches wider than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 2 in the size category.

5.3.5 Design 5: Scissor Lift

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>40 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>33 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>11 Components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>10+ pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>66in x 48 in x 28 in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Scissor Lift design scores a 2 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 40 lbs. The design scores a 2 in mechanical advantage because the available piston and cylinder diameters we have currently found only produce a mechanical advantage of 4. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is only 33 inches, which scores a 2. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 10 components: 8 links, hydraulic, and foot pump. This gives the device a score of 1 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device, generated through the same process as the weight estimate, is about $260; this scores a 4. In the safety category, the device scores a 1, due to the fact that there are multiple pinch points created by the folding links. Finally, the
overall size of this device is 66 in x 48 in x 28 in. Since this fits in within the designated space, the device scores a 5 in the size category.

5.3.6 Design 6: Crane

Table 7 Crane Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>15 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>38 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>6 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>1 pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>70in x 36in x 42in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Crane design scores a 5 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 15 lbs. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the combination of a commercially available hand-crank winch combined with a system of two pulleys produces a mechanical advantage of 8. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is 38 inches, which scores a 2. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 6 components: the winch, three pulleys, a rope or cable, and the apparatus that attaches the rope or cable to the hives. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device is about $35; this scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 4, due to the fact that there is only 1 pinch point present: the winch. Finally, the overall size of this device is 70in x 36in x 42in. Since this is 4 inches taller and 6 inches wider than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 1 in the size category.

5.3.7 Design 7: Four Bar Linkage

Table 8 Four Bar Linkage Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>25 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>43 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>14 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>5 pinch points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>80in x 32in x 73in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Four Bar Linkage design scores a 4 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 25 lbs. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the gear ratio produces a mechanical advantage of 6. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is 43 inches, which scores a 3. The lifting mechanism of the device has at least 14 components: 8 links, 2 bars connecting the two sides of the linkage, the chain that attaches to the hive, and the crank and associated gears. This gives the device a score of 1 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device is about $150; this scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 2, due to the fact that there are only 3 pinch points present: the crank and the two points on either side of the device where the linkages move against the frame. Finally, the overall size of this device is 80in x 32in x 73in. Since this is 14 inches taller, 2 inches wider, and 15 inches longer than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 1 in the size category.

5.3.8 Design 8: X Design

Table 9 X Design Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>15 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>22 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>3 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>1 Pinch Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>42 in x 30 in x 54 in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The X design scores a 5 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is only about 15 lbs. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the combination of a commercially available hand-crank winch combined with a system of two pulleys produces a mechanical advantage of 8. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is only 22 inches, which scores a 1. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 6 components: the winch, two pulleys, a rope or cable, and eyehooks. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device, generated through the same process as the weight estimate, is about $35; this
scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 3, due to the fact that there is only 1 pinch point present: the winch. Finally, the overall size of this device is 42 in x 30 in x 54 in. Since this extends outside of the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 3 in the size category.

5.3.9 Design 9: Box Design

Table 10 Box Design Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>15 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Advantage</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lift Height</td>
<td>43 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Lifting Mechanism</td>
<td>5 components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Lifting Mechanism (Estimate)</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>1 pinch point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Size</td>
<td>74in x 32in x 50in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Box Dolly design scores a 5 in lifting mechanism weight because the estimated weight is about 15 lbs. The design scores a 3 in mechanical advantage because the combination of a commercially available hand-crank winch combined with a system of two pulleys produces a mechanical advantage of 8. The maximum lift height of this device in its current configuration is 43 inches, which scores a 3. The lifting mechanism of the device includes 3 components: the winch, three pulleys, and a rope or cable. This gives the device a score of 3 in the complexity category. The estimated cost of the lifting mechanism of the device is about $35; this scores a 5. In the safety category, the device scores a 4, due to the fact that there is only 1 pinch point present: the winch. Finally, the overall size of this device is 72in x 32in x 50in. Since this is 6 inches taller and 2 inches wider and longer than the maximum allowable dimensions, the device scores a 2 in the size category.

With each of these designs analyze and rated, the decision matrix can be filled with the results. This can be seen on the following page in Figure 41.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Weight of Lifting Mechanism</th>
<th>Mechanical Advantage</th>
<th>Maximum Lift Height</th>
<th>Complexity of System</th>
<th>Cost of Lifting Mechanism</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Overall Size</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weights</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Wheel Dolly</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Wheel Hydraulic</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Wheel Winch</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rack and Pinion</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scissor Lift</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Bar Linkage</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Design</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Design</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.448</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 41: Decision Matrix*
According to this matrix the Box Design scored the highest and would be the best design to develop. However, since the X design, Box Design and Crane scored so closely, we revisited each device with new categories: Total Unit Weight, Hive Stand Feasibility (how many types of hives stands the device will work with), and Ability to Transport Hives (Can the device move the hives to another location?). A new pair-wise comparison was created as well as another decision matrix to compare these top three designs. These can each be seen in Figure 42 and Figure 43.

![Figure 42 Secondary Pairwise Comparison](image1)

![Figure 43 Secondary Decision Matrix](image2)

Considering these new categories, The X design is considered the best design to further develop. While the Box design has a close total score, the overall weight of the unit itself would be too substantial for operator to easily use when loaded. The X design scored poorly in the transportation category mostly due to the concept not being developed enough at the time to see how it would work in that aspect. Regardless of this fact the team decided to select this design and believed we could optimize it in such a way that if rated again afterwards, its transportation score would increase.
6.0 Final Design

After selecting a concept, the team fully developed the design in SolidWorks, performed analysis on critical points in the design in order to ensure that the device would not fail at these points, and selected the final components to be used in the device.

6.1 Parts and Assemblies

After selecting a concept, the team modeled the device in its entirety in SolidWorks. The full device can be seen below in Figure 44.

![Figure 44 Isometric View of Device](image)

This device uses the wheels, axles, and steering handle from a utility cart; the cart that we used can be found at [http://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/groundwork-1-200-lb-capacity-utility-cart](http://www.tractorsupply.com/tsc/product/groundwork-1-200-lb-capacity-utility-cart). Rather than using the cart itself, which is excessively long and harder to attach the frame to, the base of the device is constructed from 2x4s and 2x6s in a rectangular configuration, as shown in Figure 45, with the axles oriented so that the steerable wheels are at the rear of the device. The steerable wheels are labeled in
Figure 44. The 2x6s in the middle were substituted in place of 2x4s when it became apparent that the axles from the cart could not be securely attached to 2x4s, which do not extend down far enough in this configuration. The base of the device is covered by a sheet of plywood, which allows the hives to sit on the base during transportation.

The lift height of the device comes from the extended triangle-shaped frame shown in Figure 46. This frame is constructed into triangles, each consisting of a long 2x4 (crane arm) that runs diagonally from the rear of the device to the front and a shorter vertical 2x4 that supports the crane arm. This can be seen in Figure 46 below.
The vertical supports are connected to the diagonal beams with bolts and metal plates. The upper end of the vertical support and the point where it meets the diagonal are sandwiched between two metal plates, and the bolts run through the holes in the metal plates. The triangular side frames are connected by two horizontal 2x4s, one at the end of the crane arm where the pulley attaches and one midway up the arm, as shown in Figure 46. The winch attaches to the rear of the device on a “handle” made from three 2x4s, seen in Figure 44 and Figure 46. This entire upright frame bolts onto the base of the device in order to allow the user to separate the two parts of the device for easier transportation and storage.

Extending from the front of the base of the device are two outriggers, as seen in Figure 46. These adjustable outriggers are designed to prevent the device from tipping when lifting the 200lb load. The outriggers are made from aluminum pipe, cut to the appropriate length to prevent tipping, as determined by our analysis, and are attached to the device using adjustable flagpole brackets.
Attachment point:

The device uses a ratchet strap to attach to the hive. The ratchet strap wraps horizontally around the lowest hive in the stack that the user wants to lift. There are three metal D-rings, spaced equidistantly around the hive on the ratchet strap, which serve as the attachment point for the device. The cable that runs through the winch splits into three chains with carabiners on the ends, which clip into the D-rings. The chains are required to stabilize the hive such that it does not tip in any direction. However, if the chains are long enough to reach the lowest hive in the stack, a significant amount of lift height may be lost when attempting to lift a single hive. A possible solution to this would be to have attachable chain lengths, giving the operator the ability to pick up a partial stack of hives.

Lifting Mechanism:

The lifting mechanism used in this device is a winch and pulley system. While the system originally called for a two pulley system in order to increase the mechanical advantage sufficiently, this is not necessary with the winch being used; the system uses a single pulley, attached to the cross beam, shown in Figure 47, to change the direction of the force applied by the winch. The winch used for the device must be non-back drivable, so that the hives do not come crashing down when the winch is released.
6.2 Analysis

Static and stress analysis was conducted on the critical points of the device, as well as individual parts to ensure functionality before being built and tested. Our calculations were focused on tipping, the stress on the beam on which the pulley was mounted, and crane arm. In the following analysis we used a load value of 250 lbs, instead of our recommended 200 lbs, as a built in safety factor in case the operator overloads the device.

6.2.1 Tipping

To ensure that the device does not tip when fully loaded, we conducted an analysis on all of the external forces on the device. A free body diagram of the loaded device can be seen in Figure 48.
We started by summing the forces and moments on the device. Using these equations, we wanted to solve for the length of the outriggers needed to prevent the device from tipping forward.

\[ \Sigma M_{B13} = 0: F_A(30.5) + 95(14.6) - 250(15) + F_oL_x = 0 \]  

(1)

\[ F_A(30.5) + F_oL_x = -2363 \text{lb} \]  

(2)

According to these equations, the device is considered statically indeterminate, meaning there are too many unknowns to solve for any set variable. As a result, we had to consider material properties and calculated the force at the outrigger \( F_o \) by using equation \( YS = \frac{F_oLc}{l} \), where \( YS \) the yield strength of
aluminum, L is the length of the outrigger, c is the location of the centroid, and I is the area moment of inertia.

This value of $F_o$ was the plugged into equation 2, seen above. $L_x$ is dependent on the chosen length of the outriggers and where the outrigger is attached, which the team originally chose to be 24 inches long and 20 inches from the ground. Through multiple iterations using Excel, we were able to find a value of $F_A$ that was greater than zero, meaning that the device would not tip forward. The spreadsheet used can be found in the appendix and the final values can be seen below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11 Tipping Calculation Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yield Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_A$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The maximum length of the outrigger is 28.5 inches. When this value is increased, the value for $F_A$ decreases below zero. If the length of the outrigger decreases to 20, the force, $F_o$, is essentially zero. Therefore, the length of the outrigger must be between 21 and 28.5 inches long.

6.2.2 Double Fixed Pulley Beam

In this analysis we wanted to solve for the maximum stress in the cross-beam to which the pulley is attached and determine if the wood beam will fail with a load of 250lbs.
The static analysis for this beam can be seen below.

\[ \Sigma M_{u} = 0: -250(15) + R_B(30) = 0 \]

\[ R_B = 125 \text{ lbs} \]

\[ R_A = 125 \text{ lbs} \]

\[ M_{\text{max}} = \frac{F_{250}L}{8} \]

\[ M_{\text{max}} = 937 \text{ lb} \cdot \text{in} \]

Using this value for \( M_{\text{max}} \) we were able to solve for the stress in the beam.

\[ I = \frac{bh^3}{12} \text{in}^4 \]

\[ I = \frac{(1.5)(3.5)^3}{12} = 5.359 \text{in}^4 \]

\[ \sigma = \frac{M_{\text{max}}c}{I} \]

\[ \sigma = \frac{937(1.75)}{5.359} = 305.981 \text{ psi} \]
Since the yield strength of wood is 450 psi, this proves that the wood beam will not fail. Using the equation $SF = \frac{\text{Allowable stress}}{\text{Actual stress}}$, we find that this gives us a safety factor of 1.5. The safety factor with a smaller load, such as the recommended 200 lbs, will be greater.

### 6.2.3 Cantilevered Beam: Composite Analysis

This analysis was conducted to determine whether or not the wood in crane arm is strong enough to endure the stress caused by the load.

![Cantilever Beam Analysis](image)

$F_{y250} = 250 \cos(55) = 143.4 \text{ lbs}$

$M_{\text{max}} = F_{y250}L$

$M_{\text{max}} = 143.4(32) = 4588.8 \text{ lb} \cdot \text{in}$
Figure 51 shows section AA, the cut cross section of the crane arm. The values shown in this figure were plugged into the equation below to find the stress.

\[
\sigma = \frac{M_{\text{max}}}{I}
\]

Where

\[
I = \frac{bh^3}{12} \text{in}^4
\]

\[
\sigma = \frac{4588.8(1.75)}{5.359} = 1501 \text{ psi}
\]

With the yield strength of the wood being 450 psi, this shows us that the wood alone would not be able to withstand the stress caused by the load.

In order to address this, we conducted the same analysis with the addition of aluminum strapping along the cantilevered beam. The composite beam analysis for this is highlighted below.
The strapping used was a piece that was 0.125 in by 1 in dimension. This piece of material was then transformed to find the equivalent strength dimensions in wood. The transformation factor $n$ is determined by finding the ratio of the elastic modulus of each material.

$$n = \frac{E_{al}}{E_{wood}} = \frac{10,300,000}{900,000} = 11.44$$

This value is then multiplied by the original values of $b$ and $h$, giving the transformed values $b_T = 1.43 \text{ in}$ and $h_T = 11.44 \text{ in}$.

To find the area moment of inertia for the composite beam we used the equation $I = A_1 x_1^2 + A_2 x_2^2$. With values of $x_1 = 2.86 \text{ in}$ and $x_2 = 0.875 \text{ in}$ for the distance from the centroids for each block to the neutral axis, and $A_1 = 8.1796 \text{ in}^2$ and $A_2 = 2.625 \text{ in}^2$ for the areas, gives a value of $68.91 \text{ in}^4$ for $I_{comp}$. With this new value for $I_{comp}$ and using the same equation for stress used previously, we get $\sigma = 380.9 \text{ psi}$ and a safety factor of 1.18. While this number is considered low, this is in the case that all the weight is loaded onto one beam. In reality the load of 250 lbs is distributed across two beams, thus giving us a higher safety factor.
6.3 Final Component Selection

Based on our analysis the only change made to the design was adding the additional aluminum strapping to the cantilevered top beam. This prevents the wood from critically failing, making the device operational.

6.3.1 Mechanical Advantage

The final design has a mechanical advantage of 20. This is entirely due to the winch we have selected which ensures a smooth lift and corresponds with the orientation in the design. The original design had a two pulley system; however, with the winch mechanical advantage being so large, the extra pulley was unnecessary.

7.0 Prototype

After determining the final design through modeling, stress, statics and final component selection, the prototype was built and tested.

7.1 Assembly

The assembly process of the prototype involved three stages. Stage one, ordering all needed components and parts. Stage two, fabricating the prototype. Stage three, documenting the fabrication process so as to make detailed assembly instructions for future users.

7.1.1 Ordering Parts

The majority of parts required for this project were standard off the shelf items that could be purchased at any hardware store. We found all the needed parts from three locations: Mcmaster-Carr, Home Depot, and the Tractor Supply Co. Figure 54 shows a spreadsheet of all items purchased, the part number (if applicable), the quantity ordered, the price per one of the item, and lastly the total cost of the item based on the quantity ordered. The total cost of all purchased items is located at the bottom of Figure 54. This cost is over the desired target of $500; however, the cost can be substantially reduced by
eliminating unnecessary items and replacing expensive items with cheaper substitutes. For instance, the two highest costing items were the precise positioning winch and the 1200lb GW utility cart. These items together cost approximately $265.32. Although these items are necessary, we found that the cost of these items could be reduced by a $100 dollars by simply replacing them with cheaper items.

The cost of the 6in x 3in aluminum plates was $96. Although eight of these aluminum plates were ordered, we found that none are necessary. All eight aluminum plates could be replaced by standard 2x4s. The necessary adjustments would require ordering longer 8mm bolts to compensate for the thickness of the 2x4s replacing the aluminum plates, and drilling holes into the wood. The cost reduction for replacing the aluminum plates with wood is $96.

Of the four load rated corner brackets, we found only two were necessary. The other two can be replaced by wood 2x4s. The cost reduction of replacing two load rated corner brackets with 2x4s is $22.66.

The three OB long chain links cost a total of $37.14 and have a lifting capacity of 3,800lbs. This was well over the lifting capacity needed for our project. We investigated load rated zip ties from McMaster-Carr as a replacement. They have a capacity of 120lbs and come in a pack of ten for around $10. The cost reduction for substituting the OB long links with load rated zip ties is $27.14.

The total cost reduction of replaceable items was $245.8. If we subtract this from our total material cost, the price becomes $546.2.
7.1.2 Fabrication and Detailed Instructions of Assembly Steps

Fabrication of the beehive lifting device involved cutting pieces of wood and drilling holes so that they could be fastened together. The following sections provide assembly drawings which detail the parts needed to fabricate individual sub-assemblies. The section concludes by showing how each of the three sub-assemblies forms the main assembly.

**Base:**

The base required seven pieces of wood cut to length and thirty three 3 inch deck screws. Two screws were placed at every base joist and on both sides. The rear end of the base has two 2x4 joists screwed together to form a single 4x3 joist. The 4x3 joist was simply screwed together tightly with five 3 inch deck screws. The load rated corner brackets are screwed into the top of the 4x3 joist on both ends.
using eight 3 inch deck screws (4 screws per bracket). Four screw holes must be drilled into the load rated corner brackets before screwing them into the base. This was completed using a .106 drill and can be seen in Figure 55 below.

![Drilling Holes in Corner Bracket](image)

*Figure 55 Drilling Holes in Corner Bracket*

A 30in x 30in sheet of ply wood was also placed over the top of the base at the end of the build. The individual part drawings for the base can be found in the appendix, and the model and exploded model of the base can be seen below in Figures 56 and 57.
Figure 56 Base Assembly
The top half of the beehive lifting device required eight pieces of wood cut to length. The column 2x4 beam of this sub-assembly was cut at a 55 degree angle with a chop saw. We set the chop saw to a 35 degree angle and cut the beam vertically. Cutting the beam in this fashion left us with a 55 degree angle. Figure 58 below shows the orientation of the cut.
Once the crane arm and crane column beams were cut to length and the holes were drilled, it was necessary to fasten the two parts together. In order to do this, both parts were laid flat onto the floor. The column beam was positioned at a distance of 31.38 inches away from the top beam. One 6in x 3in aluminum plate was placed over the desired connection point. A black sharpie was then used to mark where the holes needed to be drilled on both parts. After these holes were drilled, another 6in x 3in aluminum plate was lined up with the first aluminum plate on the other side of the beam and used to sandwich the beams. Four 8mm bolts were used to fasten the two beams together.
The pulley mount beam was fastened in between the uprights using four 4 inch deck screws (two screws on each side). This beam has no exact measured height; it is fastened at the uppermost point at the end of the two long diagonal beams. When fixing this beam to the uprights, the 4inch side of the 2x4 is perpendicular to the ground. A level was used to make sure the beam was not tilted to one side. For extra support, two 1in x 1in angle braces were placed at the ends of the each beam, shown below in Figure 59.

*Figure 59 Top Beam with Angle Bracket*
A second pulley beam was placed between the uprights, 8 inches from the bottom of the crane arm beam. This can be seen below in Figure 60.

Figure 60 Support Beam

This beam was positioned so that the 4-inch side of the 2x4 was perpendicular to the thickness (2-inch side) of the crane arm beam. The second pulley beam does not require holes to be drilled into it; it is just a 2x4 cut to length.

The pulley was then fixed to the pulley beam using four 10-32 bolts, washers, and nuts.
Aluminum strapping was screwed into the crane arm along 4 inch face of the beam using twelve 1 inch deck screws. Before this could be done, 12 holes were drilled into the aluminum strapping with a .106 drill. These holes were spaced 2.5 inches apart.

Two 10-inch long 2x4s were screwed into the crane arm column beams using four 3 inch deck screws (two screws per side). This was done so that the flagpole outriggers could be fastened to the columns with ease. The flag pole outriggers were fastened to the crane arm column beams using eight 3 inch deck screws (four screws per side).

Once the top sub-assembly, shown below in Figure 61, Figure 62, and Figure 63, was completed, it was fastened to the base using a total of ten 8mm bolts (five bolts per side).
Figure 61 Top Assembly
Figure 62 Top Assembly Exploded
Winch Mount:

The winch mount required five pieces of wood cut to length. Holes were drilled into the top 2x6 beam so that the winch may be mounted to it; the location of these holes was determined by the spacing of the holes on the winch (mounting holes vary depending on type of winch). The top 2x6 beam was screwed into the two vertical beams using four 3 inch deck screws (2 on each side).
The winch was bolted to the top 2x6 beam with four 8mm bolts. Four M8 washers and nuts were used to fasten the winch down to the wood. This can be seen below in Figure 64 and Figure 65.

Figure 64 Winch Mount Exploded
We then added the wood angle beams for extra support. In order to do this, we cut the wood at a 35 degree angle. We then placed the two wood angle beams between the uprights and the winch mount vertical beams. This can be seen in Figure 66.
Wheel Sub-Assembly:

The wheel sub-assemblies were taken from the GW 1200lb utility cart. The cart came with two wheel frames and four wheels that were mounted to the frames. The frame for wheel sub-assembly 1 was mounted at the rear end of the base. Wheel sub-assembly 1 has a four bar linkage system meant for steering the beehive lifting design. Wheel sub-assembly 2 has a fixed frame and was mounted on the front end of the base. Both wheel frames were attached to the base using four 3 inch deck screws and four M10 washers (two per frame, one on each side). The frames were then fastened to the holes in the 2x6 base joists using four 8mm bolts and nuts (two per frame). The instructions for both wheel sub-assemblies can be found in Appendix A.4.

Lifting Method:

The lifting method involves two scenarios: lifting a single super and lifting an entire hive. When lifting one super, our method involved one ratchet strap, three OB long chain links, three lifting straps, and three carabiners. The three OB links were placed over the ratchet. The ratchet was then fastened horizontally around a single super. Before tightening the ratchet strap all the way, the OB links were
positioned as a triangle around the super (one in back, two up front). Making the lift connection point a triangle ensured that the super would not tilt when moving. The three lifting straps were placed through the OB links and carabiners were used to secure the straps at the center of the super. This setup was connected to the crane hook via the carabiner and then lifted. A picture can be seen in Figure 67.

When lifting the entire hive, two ratchet straps were used to fasten the hive together tightly. The crane hook was then attached to the S hook on the ratchet strap and then lifted. The key to this lifting method is tightening the ratchet strap so that the S hook connection point is directly in the center. If not
picked up directly from the center, the hive has a tendency to tilt when lifted. Figure 68 shows the entire hive.

![Figure 68 Entire Hive Attachment](image)

**Outriggers:**

The outriggers were needed to prevent the device from tipping when lifting the full load. We used adjustable flag pole holders made out of aluminum. These flag pole holders have the ability to lock in place at different angles using a nut that connects a set of teeth together. This is shown in Figure 69 below.
Final Assembly:

The final assembly required fastening the three main sub-assemblies together. First, the top sub-assembly was fastened to the base using ten 8mm bolts (five bolts per side). These bolts were accompanied by 20 M8 washers (two washers per bolt on either side), and ten M8 nuts.

The winch mount sub assembly was lined up so that the vertical beams of the winch mount sub-assembly was flush with the length beam on the base and attached using load-rated corner brackets on the base. Using a sharpie, we marked holes that needed to be drilled in the vertical beams. We then drilled the holes using a .375 drill. After drilling the holes, we fastened the winch mount sub-assembly to the base using the sixteen 8mm bolts (eight bolts per side). Once the device was fully assembled, we began testing.

Figure 70 below shows the final assembled device from multiple angles, while Figure 71 shows and exploded view.
Figure 70 Multiple Views of Device
Figure 71 Exploded View of Device

Figure 72, Figure 73, and Figure 74 show the upper and lower assemblies of the device, as well as all of the fasteners used to assemble the device.
Figure 72 Upper and Lower Assemblies

Figure 73 Base and Cover Plate with Fasteners
7.2 Field Testing

Field testing was done to determine the success of our project based on our design specifications.

7.2.1 Maneuverability

In order to test maneuverability, the team moved the device up inclines and on natural terrain in both loaded and unloaded conditions. The team was unable to schedule a visit with the Metcalfs to test the device on their properties however we brought the device to Institute Park which has grass covered hills. Pulling a fully loaded device on the grass was relatively easy for a woman but became difficult as the incline increased which was expected. The turn radius was also measured by wetting the tires and measuring the circle created by the tire tracks. This gave us a turn radius of 33 inches.

7.2.2 Lifting Capabilities

For this testing, the team obtained a bee hive (without bees) and used the device to lift different weights of the super. This was be conducted by filling the empty hive with weights and lifting the entire hive into the bed of truck.
We tested the device’s ability to lift single supers and a stack consisting of one shallow, one medium, and one deep super. We simulated the full stack of hives by filling them with 210 lbs of weights. We tested the device’s ability to lift this load both from ground level and from the height of the average hive stand, about 15 inches from the ground. We simulated the weight of a single super by filling one super with 75 lbs of weight and lifting it from ground level and from the height of the average hive stand. In both cases, we also tested maneuvering the hives onto the platform on the base of the device.

7.2.3 Transportability and Storage

We tested the transportability and storage of the device by attempting to lift the device into the bed of a truck and testing how neatly it fit. We tested the device both in its fully assembled configuration and with the top and bottom halves of the device separate from one another. While the device fits well in both cases, separating the top and base make the device fit more securely when strapped down with bungee cords as well as make it easier to lift each piece into the bed of a pick-up.

7.2.4 Field Test Results & Adjustments

The testing of the device’s lifting capabilities showed that the device is fully capable of lifting single hives as well as stacks weighing up to 210 lbs. However, when we attempted to maneuver the hives onto the platform for transportation, we found that the middle cross beam on the device obstructed the path of the hives. In order to address this, we moved the beam towards the back of the device, so that it was no longer in the way.

The transportability and storage testing showed that the device is capable of fitting in the bed of the average pickup truck. However, it is a tight fit, meaning that there would not be room for both the device and the hives in the bed of the truck; it would be necessary for the user to have a trailer or some other means of transporting the hives. We also found that, when the device is fully assembled, it fits most easily when it is upright in the bed of the truck. This is not recommended, though, as we found it difficult to secure the device sufficiently in order to prevent movement of the device when the truck is in motion at
normal road speeds. Finally, when both fully assembled and disassembled, the device is generally difficult to lift into the bed of the truck without the help of a second person. This could be remedied by disassembling the device further. At the current moment it takes about ten minutes to separate the top part of the device from the base, using a ratchet wrench and pliers. Further disassembly would take more time but ultimately decrease the weight of each sub assembly. The addition of handles on either side of the base would also facilitate easier lifting of the device.

8.0 Results and Discussion

Overall, this device meets the goals of this project. It is capable of lifting the necessary weight, can transport hives, and costs less than commercially available beekeeping-specific devices with similar capabilities. There are some concerns about the overall size and weight of the device. With the device at about 120 lbs, disassembled each piece weighs nearly as much as a super. This almost defeats the purpose of making a device that eliminates the need to physically move that much weight. However, the device will have to be assembled and transported much less than what is need to maintain and move supers, therefore the design is still practical. Also of concern is the choice of winch, which has an unnecessarily high mechanical advantage, resulting in excessively slow lifting. To crank the winch from ground to the highest point takes about 1 minute and 5 seconds (118 revolutions). From the top of a hive to the highest point takes about 20 seconds (30 revolutions). The winch also has the potential for over cranking, which improperly loads the cross beam and may cause it to fail. This occurs when the super is fully lifted, however the operator continues to turn the winch. Finally, the attachment method could be improved upon to keep the hives level. Despite these concerns, the team considers this device to be a success.

Comparing our final design to our original design specifications, some areas of concern arise. The unit weight exceeds our design specification by 45 lbs and exceeds our original dimensions of height of 66 in, and width of 30 in and a length of 56 in. The prototype we have made measures a height of 76 inches, 33 inches in width, and 50 inches in length (from the tip of the pulley beam to the back of the
base). While this exceeds our design specification, it still is capable of fitting into the bed of a pick-up truck as well as through a doorway. The overall cost also was a concern as it almost doubled our goal cost of $400.

On the other hand, the device did surpass our requirement of lifting 200lbs and was analyzed to be able to withstand much more. According to the anthropometric data for torque the device only requires 10 lbs of input force, while operators in this age group can input as much as 21 lb-in force.

9.0 Conclusion and Recommendations

The goal of this project was to build a cost effective device that is stable, has a high mechanical advantage, and is easily replicable. We believe that we have achieved this goal. The materials used are readily available from a local hardware store or ordered online. The total cost was $792, which is higher than we anticipate the materials will cost for the beekeepers. We purchased extra materials, such as bolts and wood, to ensure we did not run out during the building process. Some of the materials were purchased could also be replaced with more cost effective options while still working with this design.

Testing indicated that this device can lift both individual supers and stacks of hives, weighing up to 200 lbs and transport them. We also found that the device fits in the bed of a pickup truck; however, we recommend that users only attempt to load the device into a truck with the help of another person, due to the awkward shape of the device, even when it is broken down into two parts.

One recommendation we can make is that the beekeepers purchase a different winch. The one we selected has an excessively large mechanical advantage and was more expensive than other usable models. Because of this, the lifting process is smooth, but very slow. A winch with a lower mechanical advantage can be purchased, and by using a multi-pulley system, the lifting mechanism as a whole will have a large enough mechanical advantage to easily lift the same amount of weight. We also recommend that the operator be cautious of the direction they turn the winch. Over cranking it can cause excess stress on the pulley support beam. While we added extra supports to the design, proper use of the winch is
critical. To prevent over cranking the winch, the operator might mark the maximum lift point with tape and make note of which direction the winch must be turned in in order to raise or lower the hives. Additionally, we recommend that the user purchase a fixed pulley that is made to be fixed in the orientation used in this design.

We also recommend that the attachment system in which the cable is attached to the hives is further researched. Creating a universal design that is both cost effective and practical for the people who are replicating this design was part of the process we hoped to work more on; however were unable to do to due to time constraints. One concern with our design is that with only three attachment points, on three sides of the hive, the hive will tip. According to Jim Metcalf, this should not bother the bees in any way. Despite this, a more consist lift is preferred. While our solution does work, we believe another design could be more efficient.
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Appendix

A.1 Lifting Mechanism

A.1.1 Winch

Winches are one of the simple mechanisms that can be used for lifting. A winch is defined as a mechanism that winds a cable or rope around a drum while keeping a steady tension on the cable (Winches, n.d.). In their simplest form, winches consist of a spool and attached hand crank, while more elaborate designs have gear assemblies to create additional mechanical advantage and/or a mechanical brake or ratchet and pawl device to prevent unwinding (Winches, n.d.). Within the mechanism, the crank is attached to a very small gear which meshes with a larger gear inside the winch that directly or indirectly rotates the spool, as seen in Figure 1A.

![Winch](http://www.harborfreight.com/1000-lb-capacity-hand-winch-65688.html)

*Figure 2A Winch, by Haul Master, 2016, retrieved from http://www.harborfreight.com/1000-lb-capacity-hand-winch-65688.html*

The mechanical advantage in the winch is created when the arm of the handle is longer than the diameter of the cylinder and through the ratio between the smaller gear and the larger gear; however, while each turn of the crank equals one turn of the smaller gear, it only results in a fraction of a turn of the larger gear (Winch, n.d.). As a result, a large number of crank rotations are required to move the cable a relatively small distance.
The winch could potentially be used in a lifting device structured similarly to a forklift, with a tower or similar structure that the hive follows when being raised and lowered, as seen below in Figure 2A.


In a device like this one, a pulley is used to change the direction of the force applied to the cable, while the winch is used to change the length of the cable, raising or lowering the attached platform as needed.

Another application of winches in lifting devices that could be used to lift a beehive is as the lifting mechanism in a crane, such as the one pictured below in Figure 3A.
In this type of device, the cable attaches directly to the object being lifted and passes over a pulley that changes the direction of the force on the cable. The object being lifted is raised and lowered by turning the handle attached to the winch. Most of these winches also have the ability to lock, preventing the lifted object from slipping.

A.1.2 Pulley

Another simple lifting mechanism is the pulley, a collection of one or more wheels over which a rope is looped (Pulleys, n.d.). Pulleys work by multiplying forces and allowing for the reversal of the direction of a lifting force (a pulling force applied to one end of the rope is turned into a lifting force on the attached load at the other end) (Pulleys, n.d.). While a single fixed pulley can only reverse the direction of the applied force, a mechanical advantage can be generated with the addition of more pulleys (Pulley, 2009). When a combination of fixed and movable pulleys are used with a single rope passing through the set of pulleys, a mechanical advantage equal to the number of lengths of rope supporting the
movable pulleys is generated; a 100 lb block, for example, only requires 25lbs of force to be lifted when a system of 4 pulleys is used (Pulley, 2009). This can be seen in Figure 4A.

![Diagram of pulley system](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanical_advantage_device)

**Figure 5A Mechanical Advantage of Pulleys retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanical_advantage_device**

However, while each additional wheel reduces the amount of lifting force needed, it also increases the distance over which the force must be exerted to achieve the same amount of lift (Pulleys, n.d.), such that in a system of two wheels, 2m of rope movement is required in order to generate 1m of lift.

**A.1.3 Crane**

Cranes are a third type of lifting mechanism. They use one or more simple machines to create mechanical advantage (Brain, n.d.). The first of the mechanisms most commonly used in cranes is the lever, which is used in balance cranes. In its simplest form, cranes contain a beam that pivots about a fulcrum, which allows a heavy load to be attached to the long end of the beam and be lifted by a proportionately smaller force applied in the opposite direction on the shorter end of the beam (Brain, n.d.). The mechanical advantage created by the lever is the ratio of the lengths of the long arm and the short arm, which is equivalent to the ratio of the load’s weight to the applied force. The crane in the figure
below, not only uses counterbalances and a ratio of lever lengths previously mentioned, but also creates a four-bar linkage system with its hydraulic.

Cranes also use a variety of pulley systems. A more complex use of pulleys for lifting can be found in jib cranes. Jib cranes contain a stilted strut that supports a fixed pulley block, with cables wrapped multiple times around the fixed block and around another block attached to the load (Brain, n.d.). The free end of the cable is then pulled either by hand or by a winding machine and force is delivered to the load by the pulley system (Brain, n.d.). The force generated by the jib crane is equal to the applied force times the number of lengths of cable passing between the two blocks (Brain, n.d.). An example of a jib crane can be seen in Figure 6A, where the load is attached to the top of the jib, seen as 5 in the figure.
A system of pulleys could be employed in a beehive lifting device to first change the required input force from a pulling force to a lifting force, with additional pulleys to reduce the amount of input force needed to lift the hive. Since a system of pulleys requires a greater amount of cable movement on the input end of the system than on the output end, a great deal of slack or excess cable would be produced on the input side as the hive is lifted. A winch could be added to contain the extra cable and provide additional mechanical advantage.

While cranes provide a significant advantage in lifting, they are not without their drawbacks, especially the issue of stability. In order to prevent the crane from overturning, the sum of all moments about the base of the crane must be close to zero (Brain, n.d.). In the case of cranes mounted on a movable base, this means that additional components such as locking wheels and counterweights must be considered.

However, a pure crane mechanism has some potential issues as a beehive lifter. The lever arm necessary to lift the hive to the height of a truck bed would likely be fairly long, making the device excessively bulky and difficult to maneuver. Additionally, in a traditional crane, the object being lifted is only secured at the connection point at the end of the cable. This allows for the potential for the object
being lifted, in this case a beehive, to swing. While the beekeepers assured us that this would not disrupt the bees themselves, this should be avoided to prevent excess stress to the device. Despite these drawbacks, however, components of a crane may still be useful for a beehive lifting device.

A.1.4 Ratchet

The ratchet mechanism is a device that allows continuous rotary motion in one direction while preventing motion in the opposite direction (Mekanizmaler, 2013). This mechanism consists of a round ratchet wheel with teeth and a pivoting gravity (or spring) controlled finger called a pawl that engages the teeth. The pawl is free to rotate around a small shaft and can manually disengage from the ratchet if there is a need for it (Mekanizmaler, 2013). As far as complexity is concerned, the ratchet mechanism is an extremely simple device. When the operator turns the lever arm in the retrieve direction (counter clockwise in this case), the ratchet wheel also rotates in the same direction (Mekanizmaler, 2013). During this rotation the pawl easily slides up over the gently sloped sides of teeth. Gravity is forcing the pawl downward into the depression between the teeth as it passes the tip of the previous tooth. When the operator releases the lever arm, the weight of the load being lifted will try to turn the wheel in the opposite direction (Mekanizmaler, 2013). This will fail because the pawl will catch the depression of the first tooth it encounters thereby locking the tooth and preventing any further motion in the opposite direction (Mekanizmaler, 2013). Therefore the load being lifted will not fall backwards.

A ratchet can be used for lifting heavy loads. The main advantage is that it provides continuous motion in one direction while preventing motion in the opposite direction (Mekanizmaler, 2013). This means that the user can lift a load with a ratchet and not have to worry about it falling. The other
advantage of a ratchet is the one way motion allows the user to let go or take a break from lifting if tired and then return to lifting when ready (Mekanizmaler, 2013).

One disadvantage of a ratchet is that it may be time consuming and tiring to lift heavy objects because the work output of a ratchet is based on the strength of the individual. The biggest disadvantage of the standard ratchet is the release of the load. If the pawl of the ratchet is released from the teeth, the load will free fall until the pawl is re-engaged and locked in the depression of another tooth (Mekanizmaler, 2013). In other words, the standard ratchet offers no control over the downward movement of the object, meaning the load will fall fast and crash unless there is something which is able to control the rate of release.
A.1.5 Hydraulic Cylinder:

A hydraulic cylinder jack provides motion with high force through pressurized hydraulic fluid (Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems, n.d.). The cylinder is used to lift a load. “Jack” cylinders provide versatility through their ability to be placed in multiple positions and configurations (Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems, n.d.). The cylinder's plunger, also called a rod, ram, or piston, extends and retracts with the application of fluid pressure. These two actions can be used to produce a variety of lifting applications. Figure 8A displays the basic principle of hydraulics. Force 2 = Force 1 multiplied but the ratio of the Areas, $\frac{A_1}{A_2}$. This means that the larger Area 2 is, the greater the ratio will be and the greater the lifting force (F2) will be (Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems, n.d.). In other words, the applied force may be many times smaller than the load force making it easier for an individual to lift a much heavier object than normally possible (Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems, n.d.).
The most common cylinder configuration is single acting (Principles of Hydraulics, n.d.). Pressurized fluid is pumped into the chamber under the ram (also called a rod, piston, or plunger) causing extension of the ram. When the hydraulic fluid is allowed to exit back through the fluid supply port and return to the reservoir, the weight of the load (or a spring) retracts the ram (Principles of Hydraulics, n.d.). Figure 9A displays a single acting cylinder and its parts.

Double acting cylinders are used in applications that require force to both extend and retract (Principles of Hydraulics, n.d.). A double acting cylinder has two ports for hydraulic fluid. One port is for extension while the other is for retraction.

Unlike a single acting cylinder, a double acting cylinder is able to raise and lower an object based on which port is receiving hydraulic fluid pressure (Principles of Hydraulics, n.d.). When fluid is pumped into the chamber at the base of the cylinder, the piston is raised and fluid in opposite chamber returns to the reservoir (Principles of Hydraulics, n.d.). When fluid is pumped into the port at the top of cylinder, the piston retracts and fluid in the base chamber is returned to the reservoir (Principles of Hydraulics, n.d.). Figure 10A displays a double acting cylinder and its parts.
The basic cylinder parts are shown in Figure 10A: Hydraulic Cylinder Jack Anatomy. These parts include: base, cylinder body, optional return spring, and plunger (also known as a piston, ram, or rod) (Understanding the Inner Workings: How Hydraulic Cylinders Work, 2015). Also shown in the schematic but not labelled are the different hydraulic fluid ports and the pistons for both single and double action cylinders.

The clear advantage of a hydraulic system is that it provides a means to lifting heavy objects with small amounts of force. For someone who cannot lift heavy objects alone, this is an advantageous tool. The disadvantage of this system is that it is costly and bulky. The bulkiness of hydraulics comes with the number of parts needed for the system. The system requires a pump, a valve, tubing, reservoir for fluid and a hydraulic cylinder (TechTriXinfo, 2013). This package of materials needs to fit nicely into the design and function properly which is not always an easy task (TechTriXinfo, 2013).

**A.1.6 Mechanical Linkages**

A mechanical linkage is an assembly of bodies (or links) connected by joints or pivots to manage forces and movement (Slocum, 2000). Linkages can be used to change the direction of motion, the type of motion, and the magnitude and direction of a force (Design &Technology). The ratio of the output force to the input force is known as the mechanical advantage, meaning the input at one end of the mechanical
linkage will be different from the output. The ability of each link to move will be limited by moving and fixed pivots (Slocum, 2000).

Linkages are used to transfer motion, so they must be properly designed in order to function as intended (Design & Technology). There are many types of linkages that perform a wide variety of tasks depending on the function of a design. Some common linkages include the following: reverse motion linkage, parallel motion linkage, slider crank linkage, and the bell crank linkage (Design & Technology).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Motion</td>
<td>As the top rod moves to the left the bottom rod moves to the right. (Design &amp; Technology). The fixed pivot is the center of rotation. If the fixed pivot was not at the center of the connecting link, it would create a larger or smaller motion in the opposite direction (Design &amp; Technology).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Linkage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel Motion</td>
<td>As the link at the bottom left of the diagram moves to the right, the link at the top moves to the left. The vertical links are parallel to each other and the horizontal links are parallel to each other. Pulling (or pushing) the input link in one direction creates an identical parallel motion at the other end of the linkage (Design &amp; Technology).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Linkage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The advantages of mechanical linkages is that they can influence direction of motion, type of motion, as well as force output (Design & Technology). Mechanical linkages perform many different actions that can benefit a design. For instance, a lever can be used with a fulcrum (pivot) to allow a small force moving over a large distance to create a large force moving over a short distance (Slocum, 2000). A drawback of mechanical linkages is that they are very specific in their actions and reactions and may not be appropriate for certain applications.

A.1.7 Clamps
Clamps are a fastening device that secures an object to prevent it from moving when external forces are applied. For example, clamps are often used in machining to prevent the part moving while being cut by tool bits. Clamps typically consists of a handle, clamping arm to grip the work piece, and a linkage system of pivot pins and levers which multiply applied force. Some clamps have a toggle point,
and once this point is passed, it has entered a locked position. The clamp will not unlock unless the operator releases the linkage.

There are five main types of toggle clamps that are most frequently used: vertical handle, horizontal handle, straight line action, latch type and squeeze action. The handles of vertical and horizontal handle toggle clamps are in these positions when clamped. Straight line action type toggles use a moving plunger that slides along its axis and pushes or pulls to load. Latch type clamps use a hook or U-bolt as the clamping arm and are usually applied to closure mechanisms. Squeeze action clamps use a pinching force to hold parts together (Toggle Clamps Advantages and Comparison, n.d.).

![Types of Clamps](http://www.jwwinco.com/products/section15)

The main advantages of using toggle-action clamps are their ability to quickly clamp and release, move completely clear of the workpiece, as well as their high ratio of clamping force to actuation force (Lantrip, 2003).

Clamping force is the force applied to the work piece. Clamping force depends on multiple factors such as spindle position and height, spindle cushioning, as well as the material of the piece and the mechanical advantage of the clamp. (Toggle Clamps, n.d.). In general, an operator can physically apply about 1/3 of

![Toggle Action Clamp](http://www.steelsmith-clamps.eu/toggle_action_force_factors)

*Figure 12A Types of Clamps, 2016, retrieved from [http://www.jwwinco.com/products/section15](http://www.jwwinco.com/products/section15) Copy Right J.W. Winco, Inc. © 2016*

*Figure 13A Toggle Action Clamp, 2016, retrieved from [http://www.steelsmith-clamps.eu/toggle_action_force_factors](http://www.steelsmith-clamps.eu/toggle_action_force_factors) Copy Right 2016 Anemo Engineering bvba*
the stated holding capacity when applied by hand with medium effort. There are some disadvantages, as toggle clamps have a very limited range of motion and are unable to compensate for varying thicknesses within the work piece.

Clamps can be applied to lifting devices in various ways. Some devices use clamping force to hold the item while it is in motion. An example of this can be seen in Figure 14A. The clamp is tightened through the use of a lever arm operated by hand. The toggle clamp can enter a locked position, preventing the clamping force from weakening.

Figure 14A Swedish Lifting Device, APILIFT, retrieved from http://www.lpsbiodling.se/sv/artiklar/redskap/apilift-professional-apil02m.html

A.1.8 Gearheads

A gearhead is a mechanical device that increases the torque of a gear mechanism and implementing one into a design has many benefits. When mounted to the shaft of the motor output, gearheads provide a mechanical advantage defined by a ratio. For example if a motor can generate 100 lb-in of torque, by adding a 4:1 gearhead, it can generate a torque of 400 lb-in. Gearheads also decrease output speeds; finding a proper gearhead for an application tends to be a compromises between output speed and torque values. Using the same gear ratio, a motor running at 1,000 rpm will output 250 rpm. Due to the fact that many motors are not efficient at low speeds, increasing input speeds improves system performance. A gearhead’s ability to reduce speed and increase torque allow smaller motors and drives to be used in the system, ultimately cutting costs.

There are various types of gear heads, with different benefits and applications as seen in Table 12.
### Table 12 Types of Gears

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spur gears</td>
<td>• Compact</td>
<td>• Noisy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cost effective</td>
<td>• Prone to wear due to teeth running perpendicular to gear face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High gear ratios</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Most common type of gear. Have straight teeth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and transmit motion and power between parallel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shafts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worm- gear</td>
<td>• High precision</td>
<td>• Low efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple gears used for right angle output</td>
<td>• Nonreversible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High noise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Various configurations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planetary</td>
<td>• Compact Size</td>
<td>• Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High efficiency</td>
<td>• Costly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low backlash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High torque-weight ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drives surrounding “planetary” gears by a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>central “sun” gear. Planetary gears ride within</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a ring gear which rotates the output shaft.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycloidal</td>
<td>• High ratios</td>
<td>• Increased Vibrations due to cycloidal motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small in size</td>
<td>• Wear on disc teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use input shaft to drive eccentric bearing,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>which in turn drives cycloidal disc. Output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>shaft has rollers that fit into holes within the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Benefits of Gearboxes

Engineers must determine what type of configuration is appropriate for their design. There are two main types of gear heads and each are used depending on the output needed as well as design space. In-line gear heads have an output shaft that is centered, or “in-line” with the motor shaft, allowing higher torque output, low backlash and typically lower costs than right angle types. With right-angle gear heads, the output shaft is at 90° to the driving shaft of the motor. One benefit of these gearheads is that they fit into tight spaces.
A.2 Anthropometric Data

6. Push and pull strength

Description
Maximum static pushing and pulling force using 1 and 2 hands on a cylindrical bar and a convex knob (1 handed pull only), exerted for five seconds, in Newtons (N).

Method
The subject stands in front of the measuring device and adopts a free posture. A static pushing or pulling force is exerted on a cylindrical bar (pulling only on the knob) using 1 (dominant) and 2 hands (i.e. the handle doesn’t move). Subjects are instructed to build up to their maximum strength in the first few seconds and to maintain maximum strength for a further few seconds.

Handle type and size
A cylindrical bar (diameter 20mm, length 300mm), oriented vertically and horizontally, and a round, convex knob (diameter 40mm) (1 handed-pull only). Both handles were positioned at elbow height.

Subject numbers
Subjects were measured in 2 experimental sessions: the first measured pulling strength on the convex knob, and the second pushing and pulling strength on the cylindrical bar. Around 145 subjects were measured in each session, although not all subjects attended both sessions.

### Session 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-74</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Session 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-74</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75+</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anthropometric variables (stature, weight, elbow height, hand length and hand breadth) for all subjects can be found in Appendix 8a.
Effect of sex

For most pushing and pulling actions, no significant differences were found between males and females aged between 2 and 20 years. However, in adults aged 21 years and over, males in general were significantly stronger than females (Appendix 66).

Effect of age

For both pushing and pulling, maximum strength increases significantly throughout childhood (2-15 years), it peaks in adulthood, and then decreases with age from around 50 years. For most exercises, no significant differences in maximum strength (pushing and pulling) were found in subjects aged between 11 and 70 years. In general, however, adults were found to be stronger than older adults (although not significantly), who in turn were stronger than children (Appendix 66).

Effect of handle type and orientation, direction of force and number of hands used

Both males and females exerted their maximum strength when pushing and pulling (both horizontally and vertically) on the cylindrical bar with 2 hands, as opposed to only 1 hand (Appendix 66).

No significant differences due to handle orientation were found for pulling with 1 or 2 hands. However, when pushing with both 1 and 2 hands, subjects generally exerted significantly higher forces when the cylindrical bar was orientated vertically. Differences due to the direction of force were also found, however, only for 1 handed strength in a horizontal orientation, where pulling generated significantly higher forces than pushing.

No significant differences in maximum strength were found between pushing and pulling with 2 hands in a horizontal orientation, or pushing and pulling with 1 and 2 hands in a vertical orientation. Pulling with 1 hand on the cylindrical bar generated higher forces than pulling on the convex knob. Correlation coefficients for all measurements can be found in Appendix 66. 

Convex knob (1 handed pull)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Mean (N)</th>
<th>SD (N)</th>
<th>Range (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>56.66</td>
<td>26.82</td>
<td>25.80-72.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>141.92</td>
<td>43.49</td>
<td>78.30-215.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>177.94</td>
<td>46.98</td>
<td>81.30-281.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>221.78</td>
<td>53.97</td>
<td>110.44-324.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-60</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>221.98</td>
<td>53.97</td>
<td>110.44-324.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-70</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>229.35</td>
<td>60.56</td>
<td>110.44-324.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71-80</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>179.96</td>
<td>43.24</td>
<td>97.40-214.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-90</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>190.97</td>
<td>37.93</td>
<td>119.60-219.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum pushing strength against convex

![Graph](image-url)
### Cylindrical bar - 1 handed strength

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Mean [lbs]</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>79.36</td>
<td>55.39 - 95.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>74.86</td>
<td>54.24 - 89.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>60.61</td>
<td>43.01 - 72.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>59.12</td>
<td>41.04 - 71.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cylindrical bar - 2 handed strength

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Mean [lbs]</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>89.55</td>
<td>55.25 - 130.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>86.21</td>
<td>58.90 - 119.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>74.16</td>
<td>43.01 - 101.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>70.71</td>
<td>41.04 - 91.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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A.3 Calculations

A.3.1 Composite Beam Analysis

**COMPOSITE BEAM ANALYSIS**

**Introduction to Problem:**

The outcome of this problem will show that the wood beam being analyzed will fail or be acceptable for the application. This problem is being treated as a cantilever beam that has a point load of 250 lbs. The following calculations show two separate scenarios. Scenario one calculates the actual stresses in the beam with only the wood. Scenario two calculates the stresses in beam as a composite wood/aluminum beam.

**Question:**

Will the yield strength of the wood used in the frame of the device be able to withstand the stresses being experienced on Beam A?

**External Forces Reactions:**

![Diagram of beam with forces](image_url)
Given:

\[ F = 250 \text{ lb} \]
\[ \theta = 55 \text{ deg} \]

Solving for the y component of \( F \):

\[ F_{y250} = F \cdot \cos(\theta) \]
\[ F_{y250} = 143.3941 \text{ lb} \]

The y component of the force caused by the hive (F) is 2.509 kg or 143.3 lbs.

Section Properties:

Wood:

\[ b_w = 1.5 \text{ in} \]
\[ h_w = 3.5 \text{ in} \]
\[ c_{\text{wood}} = 1.75 \text{ in} \]

\[ I = \frac{b_w h_w^3}{12} \]
\[ I = 5.359 \text{ in}^4 \]
Transformation of Aluminum to wood:

Given:

- Elastic modulus of aluminum: $E_{al} = 10.3 \times 10^6$
- Elastic modulus of wood: $E_w = 900000$

Transformation factor: 
$$n = \frac{E_{al}}{E_w} = 11.444$$

Multiply $b$ and $h$ of the aluminium piece by the $n$ factor to find the transformed dimensions.

- $b$ transformed: $b_T := b_{al} \cdot n = 1.431\text{ in}$
- $h$ transformed: $h_T := h_{al} \cdot n = 11.444\text{ in}$

The wood strength equivalent of aluminum can be seen below.
Composite Structure:

Given:

\[ x_1 = 2.86\text{in} \quad A_1 = 8.1796\text{in}^2 \quad c_{\text{comp}} = 5.72\text{in} \]

\[ x_2 = 0.875\text{in} \quad A_2 = 2.625\text{in}^2 \]

\[ I_{\text{comp}} = A_1 x_1^2 + A_2 x_2^2 = 68.916\text{in}^4 \]
Internal Force Calculation Without Bracing

Given:

\[ L = 32 \text{ in} \]
\[ F_{y250} = 143.3941 \text{ lb} \]

\[ \Sigma F_y = 0 \]
\[ R_{Ay} = 143.4 \text{ lb} \]
\[ V = -R_{Ay} = -143.4 \text{ lb} \]

\[ \Sigma M = 0 \]
\[ V + M = 0 \]
\[ -143.4 + M = 0 \]
\[ M = 143.4 \text{ in} \cdot \text{lb} \]

\[ M_{\text{max}} = F_{y250} L \]
\[ M_{\text{max}} = 143.31 \text{ lb} \cdot 32\text{ in} = 0.99945888 \text{ lb} \cdot \text{in} \]
Stress and Safety Factors

Unmodified Wood:

\[ S_{\text{utwood}} \approx 450 \frac{\text{lb}}{\text{s}^2} \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{wood}} = \frac{M_{\text{max}} c_{\text{wood}}}{I} = 1.497 \times 10^2 \frac{\text{lb}}{\text{in}^2} \]

Since the ultimate strength of pine is 450 psi, this shows that the wood would fail.

Modified with Aluminum:

\[ \sigma_{\text{comp}} = \frac{M_{\text{max}} c_{\text{comp}}}{I_{\text{comp}}} = 380.603 \frac{\text{lb}}{\text{in}^2} \]

This stress value is under 450 psi, meaning that the beam will no longer fail under these conditions.

Safety Factor

\[ SF = \frac{S_{\text{utwood}}}{\sigma_{\text{comp}}} = 1.132 \frac{\text{in}^2}{\text{s}^2} \]
A.3.2 Double Fixed Pulley Beam Analysis

DOUBLE FIXED PULLEY BEAM:

Introduction:

This problem is trying to solve for the stress in the double fixed pulley beam.

Question:

Will the wood beam fail with an applied load of 250 lbs?

External Force Analysis:

Given:

\[ L = 30 \text{ in} \]

\[ \frac{L}{2} = 0.5L \]

\[ F_{250} = 250 \text{ lb} \]

\[ \Sigma M_a = 0 \]

\[ F_{250} \frac{L}{2} + R_B L = 0 \]

\[ -250(15) + R_B(30) = 0 \]

\[ R_B = 125 \text{ lb} \]

\[ \Sigma F_y = 0 \]

\[ R_A = 125 \text{ lb} \]

\[ M_{\text{max}} = \frac{F_{250} L}{8} = 1.907 \times 10^2 \text{ in}^3 \text{ lb} \]
Section Properties:

Wood:

\[ I = \frac{bh^3}{12} \]

\[ I = 5.359 \text{ in}^4 \]

Material Properties:

Ultimate Strength of wood \( S_{ut} = \frac{450 \text{ lb}}{2 \text{ in}^2} \)

Stress and Safety Factors

Stress

\[ \sigma = \frac{M_{\text{max}} \cdot c}{I} = 4.2 \times 10^{12} \frac{\text{lb}}{\text{s}} \]

Since the ultimate strength of pine is 450 psi, this shows that the wood would withstand the stress.

Safety Factor

\[ SF = \frac{S_{ut}}{\sigma} = 1.071 \times 10^{-10} \frac{\text{s}}{\text{in}^2} \]

A.3.3 Tipping Analysis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Given</strong></th>
<th><strong>Equations</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yield Strength</td>
<td>$I = \pi \cdot OD^4 - ID^4 / 64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>$YS = (Fo \cdot L \cdot c) / I$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>$Fy$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OD</td>
<td>$F_a \cdot \eta + Fo \times \eta = 2363$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>$20^2 + Lx^2 = 35^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>$Fa$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values:
- $I = 0.075694$
- $Fo = 115.1109$
- $Fy = 161.5775$
- $\eta = 30.5$
- $Lx = 20.30394$
- $Fa = 0.84575$
A.4 Assembly Instructions for Cart

**Parts List**

- A. Bed (1)
- B. Side Panels (2)
- C. Front Panel (1)
- D. Back Panel (1)
- E. 13in (33cm) Wheels (4)
- F. Front Axle Sub-Assembly (1)
- G. Yoke (1)
- H. Front Struts (2)
- I. Front Axle Connection Bar (1)
- J. Rear Axle Sub-Assembly (1)
- K. Rear Struts (2)
- L. Handle (1)
- M. Liner (1)
- N. Handle Connector (1)

---

**Hardware List**

- A. Fence Assembly Pins (8)
- B. M8 Washers (11)
- C. M8 Lock Nuts (11)
- D. M8x20 Carriage Bolts (10)
- E. M6 Washers (3)
- F. M6 Lock Nuts (3)
- G. M6x17 Shoulder Bolts (3)
- H. M8x60 Hex Bolt (1)
- I. Wheel Spacers (4)
- J. M12 Washers (4)
- K. M12 Lock Nuts (4)
Important Safety Instructions

1. **READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE.** If you do not understand these instructions, need clarification or further explanation, please call our toll free answer line for assistance at 1-800-867-6763 Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., CST.
2. Do not exceed the overall maximum load capacity of 1,200 lbs (544 kg). The weight rating is based on an evenly distributed load.
3. Do not load items on the top edges of the panels. Remove panels before loading oversized items.
4. Do not allow children to use this cart without supervision. This cart is not a toy.
5. Do not use this cart to transport passengers.
6. This cart is not intended for highway use.
7. Do not exceed 5 mph.
8. If any parts become damaged, broken or misplaced, do not use the cart until replacement parts have been obtained.
9. Do not use the cart on surfaces or for transporting objects that can cause damage to the pneumatic tires or tubes.

   **Do not inflate the tires to more than 32 PSI (2.20 BAR).**
10. It is recommended that the cart be inspected for damage before each use.
11. **KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FURTHER REFERENCE.**

Assembly Instructions

Your cart requires assembly. Account for all parts before beginning assembly. If any parts are missing, damaged, or if you have any questions or need additional instructions, **DO NOT RETURN THIS PRODUCT TO THE RETAILER**, visit us at www.tricam.com to complete the replacement parts submission form or call our customer service department at 1-800-867-6763.

Tools required for assembly: pliers, adjustable wrenches and/or metric socket set.
For ease of assembly, refer to the parts list during assembly.

**NOTE:** During each step of assembly, assemble all hardware and hand tighten. Once all the hardware is installed for that particular step, tighten all hardware.

Step 1
Turn the cart bed upside down.
Use the cardboard from the carton to keep from scratching or damaging the finish.
**Step 2**

Attach the front axle sub-assembly and front struts to the bed.

A. Locate the front of the bed. Place the front axle sub-assembly on the bed. Secure to the bed by using M8x20 carriage bolts (2), M8 washers (2), and M8 lock nuts (2). Tighten bolts securely.

B. Attach the front struts to the front axle and bed using M8 carriage bolts (4), M8 washers (4), and M8 lock nuts (4). **For ease of assembly, slide the carriage bolt head through the strut first.**

![Image 2A and 2B showing the attachment process of the front axle sub-assembly and front struts to the bed.](image)

**Step 3**

Attach the yoke to the front axle sub-assembly.

A. Remove the M8 rod that is pre-assembled to the front axle.

B. Attach the yoke to the front axle. Slide the M8 rod through axle and yoke. Secure using M8 washer and cotter pin.

![Image 3A and 3B showing the attachment process of the yoke to the front axle sub-assembly.](image)
**Step 4**
Attach the connection bar to the front axle using M6x17 shoulder bolts (3), M6 washers (3), M6 lock nuts (3). Hand tighten each bolt first and once all bolts are in place tighten securely.

**Step 5**
Attach the rear axle assembly and the rear struts to the bed using M8x20 carriage bolts (4), M8 washers (4), and M8 lock nuts (4).

A. Secure the rear axle assembly onto the bed using M8x20 carriage bolts (2), M8 washers (2), and M8 lock nuts (2). Tighten bolts securely.
B. Slide the rear struts onto each end of the rear axle assembly. Secure the struts to the frame using M8x20 carriage bolts (2), M8 washers (2), and M8 lock nuts (2). For ease of assembly, slide the carriage bolt head through the strut first.

**Step 6**
Attach the wheels by first placing the wheel spacers (4) onto the front and rear axles.
**Step 7**
Place the wheels onto each axle (valve stems facing out), secure using M12 wheel washers (4) and M12 lock nuts (4). Tighten all nuts securely. Turn the cart upright on all 4 wheels.

**Step 8**
Attach the handle to the yoke using M8x60 hex bolt (1), M8 washer (1) and M8 lock nut (1). Tighten securely.

**Step 9**
The lock handles are pre-assembled onto the panels. **NOTE: Do not tighten the lock nuts on the lock handles until the end of this step.**

Attach the front, back, and side panels (2) onto the bed using the fence assembly pins. Latch the front and back panels to the side panels using the lock handles. Once all panels are locked together in the upright position, tighten all lock nuts.
CAUTION
DO NOT EXCEED MAXIMUM OVERALL LOAD CAPACITY 1,200 LBS (544 KG). PERSON SHOULD NEVER RIDE IN THE UTILITY CART. WEIGHT RATING IS BASED ON AN EVENLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD.

Replacement Parts List

For replacement parts, please visit us online at www.tricam.com to complete the replacement parts submission form or call our customer service department at 1-800-867-6763, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., CST, Monday - Friday.

B. Side Panels (2)
C. Front Panel (1)
D. Back Panel (1)
E. 13in (33cm) Wheels (4)
F. Front Axle Sub-Assembly (1)
G. Yoke (1)
H. Front Struts (2)
I. Front Axle Connection Bar (1)
J. Rear Axle Sub-Assembly (1)
K. Rear Struts (2)
L. Handle (1)
M. Liner (1)
N. Handle Connector (1)
O. Hardware Kit (1)